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Tornado
touchdown
last week
confirmed
By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
National Weather Service
officials have identified part of
a storm that swept through
northern Calloway County
Friday afternoon as a "weak"
tornado and the same conditions
that created the storm may
threaten the county again this
evening.
County Emergency Management Director Bill Call said this
morning that an inspection of
the area Saturday by NWS officials revealed more damage
than expected from the storm
front that passed through
around 11:15 Friday morning.
"This was along and near
West Fork Road, east of
Kirksey. One vacant mobile
home was turned over, several
outdoor storage buildings were
destroyed. roofs damaged, trees
broken and uprooted, and materials in yards damaged or blown
away,- Call said.
The tornado began 3.5 miles
southwest of Dexter along a
short stretch of Ky. 464. Peak
winds were measured at 85
mph. The width of the storm
was measured at 75 yards and
ran for about a quarter mite.
Several homes lost shingles
and siding with some structural
damage reported. Some storage
buildings were destroyed.
Dozens of trees were uprooted
or broken, Call said. A
"microburst" of wind measured
at 70 mph was also reported
about four miles southwest of
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Arson suspected in Kirksey fire
be suspicious circumstances.
Trooper Trey Green obtained a
search warrant and uncovered
evidence that dficials say indicated that a boarder of the residence, Lee E. Reeves, had set
fire to the kitchen area and left
without telling the three other
occupants of the residence.
After an arrest warrant was
obtained. Reeves was taken into

Man reportedly started fire and
left others inside the residence
Staff Report
A Calloway County man was
charged with first-degree arson
Saturday night after Kentucky
State Police investigated a suspicious house fire in Kirksey.
According to a press release

from KSP, the agency received a
911 call at 10:19 p.m. Saturday
from a female reporting a fire at
2638 Backusburg Rd. After
arriving on the scene, fire units
contacted the state fire marshal
to investigate what appeared to

custody and lodged in the
Calloway County Jail. He was
charged with first-degree arson,
which is a class A felony. Green
was assisted on the scene by Sgt.
Ryan Dawson, Trooper Kyle
Nall, the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department, Calloway
County Fire and Rescue and
Murray Calloway County EMS.
All four occupants of the resi-

Fun-filled weekend —

By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
urray got a little bit
healthier this weekend
as the second Murray in
Motion festival educated residents on healthy lifestyles.
From free health screenings to
informational booths and physical activities, many healthawareness options greeted visiState
Murray
to
tors
University's Regional Special
Events Center. And just like last
year's inaugural event, attendance was high.
"We had probably 1,000 people again this year," said Amelia
Dodd, event organizer and
for
Coordinator
Wellness
employees and lecturer in the
department of therapeutic sciState
Murray
at
ences
University. "I think overall it
was improved from last year
and I think we will continue to
work on ways to improve it. The
crowd was excellent."
One of the new events added
to the festival this year was the
Metric Century, a 30- or 60-mile
bike ride. Lance Allison, executive director of the Murray'
Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce, organized the ride
and said it went very well.
"We probably had 50 people
come out, half did the 30 mile
and half did 60," he said. "It
seemed well-received."
Police
Murray
The
Department assisted Allison in
leading the riders out and blocking off the appropriate streets,
part of what he said made the

M
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Daily Forecast
Eh The Associated Press
Monday...Mostly cloudy. A
chance of showers and thunderstorms in the morning. Then
showers and thunderstorms
likely in the afternoon Highs in
the mid 60s Chance of precipitaboo 60 percent.
Monday night.. Cloudy. A
chance of showers and thunderstorms in the evening. Then a
slight chance cf 1",(3V,ierti attar
midnight lows in the lower 40s.
Chance of precipitation 50 percent.
Tuesday...Mostly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of showers_ Highs in the lower 50s.
night. .Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy in the evening then
becoming partly cteudy Lows
around 40.
Wednesday. Mostly sunny.
Highs around 60.
Wednesday night. Mostly
clear. Lows in the lower 40s
SPONSORED 13Y

Abbey Tabers, above, finds a
stash of Easter eggs in the
bushes on the court square
Saturday. Abbey attended
Easter on the Square with her
morn, Cherishe, and came away
with a basket full of candy-filled
eggs. At right, John Gorrell
works with ShonnaRose Todd at
the disc golf demonstration area
dunng Saturday's "Murray In
Motion" at Murray State
University's Regional Special
Events Center. Todd had a stack
of discs to throw at a chain target, similar to the ones used in
the 18-hole disc golf course at
the Central Park.

•See Page 2

Documentary filmmaker Lo speak on MSU campus
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Stan Writer
Does America have an
unhealthy obsession with beauty? A documentary filmmaker
will screen his movie asking
that question on Murray State
University's campus 'Thursday.
The MSU Women's Center
recently invited director Darryl
Roberts to screen his documentary. "America the Beautiful." It

will play at 6:30 p.m. Thursday
in Mason Hall. After the movie.
he will participate in a panel discussion with Women's Center
Director Jane Etheridge and Dr.
Ellen Burnett. an OBGYN at
Murray Women's Clinic.
According to a press release
from the Women's Center,
Roberts went on a two-year
Journey to examine America's
quest for physical perfection.
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Crowd
attends
Fitness
festival
health tips at
Murray in Motion

WEATHER

60s _

dence were transported to
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital, where they were treated for smoke inhalation and
released.
CCFR Deputy Chief Tim
Manning said CCFR responded
to the fire at 9:42 p.m. with six
trucks and 23 firefighters. He
said they were on the scene for
approximately three hours.

Residents get

la See Page 2
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The movie looks at many different aspects of society's obsession with beauty and objectification of women including marketing schemes, anorexia, the
Food and Drug Administration's
approval of possibly harmful
cosmetics and business of the
beauty industry.
While the film covers its subject from many different perspectives, the heart of the movie

comes from the story of Gerren
Taylor, who became a model at
age 12. "She entered a world
where fashion magazines, television shows and advertisements create unattainable standards, particularly in body size,"
the press release said. "A model
who is six fret tall and weighs
130 pounds, for example, is told
she needs to lose 15 pounds."
Ryan Hays, a student worker

at the Women's Center, v,,d she
first heard about the movie on
the Internet and thought it
sounded like a great way to
examine something she said is
huge problem in this country.
She and Etheridge traveled to
Memphis. Tenn. to attend a
screening and decided to raise
the money to get Roberts to

111 See Page 2
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Kentucky

II Tornado...

News in. Brief

From Front

Two dead, one injured in coiNsion
DUNNVILLE. Ky.. t
-- Kentucky State Police say two people were lulled and a teenager is in cnucal condition after a threecar collision in Casey County.
Police identified the icums as Hannah Young. 17, of
Springfield. Ohio. and Francisco Javier Marcial. 21. of Dunnville.
Police say 13-year-old Monica Zuniga. a passenger in Marcial's
cat, was airlifted to UK Medical Center in Lexington and is listed
in critical condition.
Police say Marcia] was traveling southbound on U.S. 127 when
!us car struck a pickup truck that was stopped in traffic, then
crossed the center line and struck a Toyota driven by Young headon.
Police say three passengers in the Toyota were treated and
released from Russell County Hospital. as was the driver of the
pickup truck.

Mother of 10 sentenced in oil deal
LEXINGTON. Ky. iAPi -- A 76-year-old mother of 10 has been
sentenced to five years unsupervised probation for violating securities laws related to the sale of shares in the 1901 Spindletop oil
strike.
Jewell Robbins of Nicholasville will serve no jail time after
pleading guilty in February to one felony count of failing to register with the state to sell securities.
She was sentenced late last week in Fayette Circuit Court.
according to the Lexington Herald-Leader.
Robbins had claimed those who bought the shares could reap
millions in unpaid royalties from the Texas oil strike.
There are thought to be hundreds or even thousands of people all
over the country who invested with Robbins since 1985. No one
knows how' much money was invested through her, but state regulators said it is not inconceivable for the total to go into the millicIn
Ds
unng sentencing. Robbins' attorney. Ron Bowling. portrayed
her as a tool or -mouthpiece" used by out-of-state attorneys to line
their own pockets with money collected from her investors.

Hunter finds missing woman in her car
LEXINGTON. Ky..(AP) — A turkey hunter has found a missing
Powell County woman.
Police said the hunter spotted a car in a Clark County field off
the Mountain Parkway early Sunday and found 82-year-old
Juanita Brandenburg in it.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported the hunter called police
after Brandenburg appeared to be confused. Police said she has
dementia.
Brandenburg was in the intensive care unit at Central Baptist
Hospital in Lexington. which does not release patients' medical
conditions.
Police began searching for Brandenburg after she failed to return
home from a hairdresser appointment Friday afternoon,

Prosecutors scrimping to operate
BURLINGTON, Ky..(AP( — Commonwealth's attorneys offices
are furloughing workers and scrimping to continue operating.
In northern Kentucky, Kenton County Commonwealth's
Attorney Rob Sanders told the Kentucky Enquirer it's like -trying
to hold a ship together using masking tape.Boone prosecutor Linda Tally Smith furloughed her staff for a
week — the week that reclusive millionaire Walter Sartory disappeared.

Photo by Bill Call
Strong winds from a storm identified by the National Weather Service as a "weak" tornado
destroyed this trailer southwest of Dexter Fnday as a storm front swept through the area Only
structural damage to homes, barns and storage buildings were reported during ar assessment Saturday.

•Filmmaker ...
From Front
come show the movie in
Murray. Hays said the Women's
Center also made arrangements
to screen the film at 7 p.m.
Wednesday at the Maiden Alley
Cinema in Paducah.
Etheridge said the image
issues discussed in "America
the Beautiful" were extremely
Important. She said she treats
women with eating disorders
and that it very hard to reverse
them once they are ingrained in
a person's mind. She said she
was very impressed with the
movie and that she thought
Thursday's audience would
learn a lot from It.
-It's a very. thought-provoking

film and one of those that you
keep talking about after it"
over." she said. "It looks a lot at
what the media communicate
about what is beautiful."
Ethendge said one of thc
interesting things about the
movie is that many of the people
involved in the fashion and cosmetic industries who are interviewed agree that America does
have a problem with beauty
issues but that they aren't likely
to go away because there's so
much money at stake.
The screening is free and students and the public are invited
to attend. The movie is 103 minutes long and is rated R for language.

III Fitness ...
From Front

crowd for most of the event.

ride a success. For the next race.
Allison said he would like to
work it to where the riders have
a better chance of getting back
to the RSEC in time to attend
some of Murray in Motion, and
he would also like to have a bike
mechanic on staff.
Meanwhile, inside the RSEC.
the entire upper level was tilled
with booths and activities. The
free health screenings took up
an entire side and had a large

"It's a very positive co—ffiunity service," Dodd said. "Health
screenings can be a very significant cost, especially for people
without insurance."
The Murray in Motion committee will meet soon to discuss
the event and go over feedback
to decide what to change and
improve for next year.

Murray Police
investigating
possible attack
on Saturday
Staff Report
Police
Murray
The
Department is investigating a
reported attack and robbery that
allegedly took place Saturday
night at Red Oaks Apartments.
An MPD press release
reported that officers responded
to the apartment complex on
Diuguid Dnve to investigate a
possible robbery at 10 p.m.
Saturday. Jeff Whitehead. 22.
of Murray. said he had been
approached by a black male
and had been struck on the head
and knocked to the ground
while talking to the man.
Whitehead told police that a
second black male then began
to hit him and took money and
a cell phone from his pockets.
He said both of the men fled on
foot.
Whitehead said that shortly
after the attack, he observed
two vehicles speed past the
complex. He said they were a
green four-door Toyota Camry
and a silver Oldsmobile.
Anyone with information
related to the attack is asked to
call MPD at 753-1621.

Police, Sheriff, MU LOIS
Murray Police Department
-A cnminai mischief report was taken at 6148 a.m. Thursday
at 1409 Diuguid Dr., Red Oaks Apartments, after a silver
Pontiac Grand Pnx's tires were slashed.
-A motor vehicle accident with an injury was reported at 1:45
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency
room after a pedestrian was hit on 15th and Main streets.
-A theft report was taken at 1:53 p.m. at 107 South 14th St.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
- A theft report was taken at 12:04 a.m. Thursday on Old
Newburg Road after someone reported theft of steel.
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies

De Oct- .111,1 Ian for about two
miles. The width of the downburst was measured at 100
yards. About half a dozen barns
sustained roof damage.
No injuries were reported in
connection to the storms.
Apparently there were some
strong winds reported in south.
east Calloway as well. A caller
to the Murray Ledger & Times
reported a small outbuilding on
her property was blown into a
pond nearby and another reported a trampoline blown into a
tree.
Thunderstorms,
possibly.
severe at times, are also expected today and tonight in MurrayCalloway County. There is a 6(1
percent chance of a thunderstorm after I p.m. today falling
to a 50 percent chance tonight
A high temperature of 67
degrees is expected with southwest winds between II and 13
mph. with gusts as high as 20
mph. Tonight there is a chance
of showers and thunderstorms
before 1 a.m. with a low of 43
predicted.
A slight risk of severe thunderstorms is expected ahead of
a cold front advancing through
the region generally located in a
line running east of Mt. Vernon,
III. south to Hickman, Ky. Large
hail is the primary concern.
according to NWS officials.
A slight chance of showers
forecast for Tuesday with a high
of 53 degrees. Tuesday night
will be mostly cloudy with a
low around 39. Wednesda%
sunny: a high near 60.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The City of Murray's
Finance Committee will meet
Tuesday. April 14, at 5:30
p.m. at City Hall. Items on
the
agenda
include.
MMU/Finance.
Administration: Water and
Sewer System/Gas System,
Tr a n s f er
Station/Landfill/Central
Garage;
and
Engineering/Stormwater/Pla
nning.
• The
Murray
State
University Board of Regents
Tuition Task Force will meet
at 12:30 p.m. Monday in the
Jesse Stuart Room on the
second floor of the Pogue
Library to finalize recommendations to the Board of
Regents. The Regents wi!!
then meet at 1 p.m. to take
action reports from the tuition
and agriculture task forces
as well as mandatory fees
and housing and dining rates
for 2009-2010.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.

WEST KENTUCKY COMMUNITY
& TECNNICAL COLLEGE

16 Months
No Payments

Pre-Admission Conference Dates
In order to be considered for enrollment in the

Practical Nursing

or up to a $1,000 Rebate

you must attend a Pre-Admission Conference

when you purchase any qualifying Trane XLi system
between March 16 and June 13, 2009.*

WKCTC will be accepting students for their
full-time program in Murray and for
their part-time program in Paducah this fall.

While you can't control the elements outside
your home, inside, the control is yours - with

The last pre-admission conferences for
Fall 2(X)9 practical nursing classses are:

Trane And when you purchase a qualifying
Trone system between March 16 and June 13
2009, you can get up to $1,000 back, or 16

April 14 at 4 p.m. in Allied Health
Building in Paducah

months to make a payment Trane is known
for reliability and durability, and with these
great offers, Trone is even more affordable
Trane

O. April 15 at 4 pm in the Weaks Center in Murray

Heating Cooling And Beyond

For more information,
Call now for 16 Months No Payments financing, or up to a S1,000 Rebate!

www.Findarane.com

Contact Nancy Turner at 534-3460
Rhanda Miller at 753-1231
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Navy SEALs rescue ship captain; pirates vow revenge

Jack Babb
Jack Belote, 90, Oxford Drive, Murray. died Sunday. April 12,
2(X)9, at 8:08 p.m. at his home. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

Dr. H. Franklin Paschall
NASHVILLE, Tenn. - Dr. H. Franklin Paschall. 86. died Friday.
Apnl 10, 2009 at his home.
Dr. Paschall was the pastor of First Baptist
Church, Nashville, from 1956 until his retirement,
in December. 1983. He was a minister of the
gospel for more than 65 years serving in Tennessee
and Kentucky. The churches include Locust Grove
Baptist Church, Calloway County. Ky., North Fork
Baptist Church and Oak Grove Baptist Church.
Henry County..Tenn., Maplewood Baptist Church.
Paris, Tenn., Hazel Baptist Church, Hazel. Ky..
and First Baptist Church, Bowling Green, Ky.
He received a bachelor of arts degree from
Paschall
Union University, Jackson, Tenn., as well as an
honorary D.D., where he was a member of Alpha
Tau Omega. He earned a Ph.D.. from the Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary. Louisville, Ky., and received an honorary
Doctor of Humanities degree from Belmont University, Nashville.
Dr. Paschall served on the Executive Committee of the
Tennessee and Kentucky Baptist Conventions as well as on the
boards of The Baptist Sunday School, Belmont University and
Baptist Hospital. He was a member of The Southern Baptist
Executive Committee and The Southern Baptist Committee on
Boards. He was president of the Southern Baptist Convention, 19661968. He served as the Chairman of the Billy Graham Nashville
Crusade of 1979. He was a member of the Kiwanis Club, Belle
Meade Country Club and E.Q.B.(Bowling Green. Ky.).
Preceding him in death were his wife, of fifty years In 1994.
Olga; his parents, Cletus Theron Paschall and Eva Jones Paschall,
and one brother, C. Lindy Paschall. He was born May 12, 1922, in
Hazel, Ky., and was reared in Puryear, Henry County, Tenn.
Survivors include two daughters, Sandra Kay Paschall,
Nashville, and Palma Paschall Freeman and husband. John L.,
Dallas, Texas, and grandson, J. Paschall Freeman, Boston, Mass,
two sisters-in-law, Essie Bailey of Murray. Ky., and Mrs. Kerney L.
Bailey, Nashville; nieces and nephews include Linda Paschall Miller
and husband. Bob, Lynn Ford Paschall, Sr. and husband, Jackie,
Paris, Tenn., Lanette Bailey Williams and husband. Terry, of
Brandon, Miss., and Kent Bailey and wife. Jo, Belo Horizonte,
Visitation with the family will be in the sanctuary of First Baptist
Church Nashville, 7th and Broadway today (Monday) from 2 to 7
p.m. and Tuesday from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m. with the service to follow
at 2 p.m. at the church. Entombment will follow at Mount Olivet
Cemetery. Officiating will be Dr. Frank R. Lewis, his pastor, Dr. H.
Edwin Young of Houston. Texas. Dr. James B. Henry of Orlando.
Fla., and Dr. Lloyd Elder. Expressions of sympathy may be made
to the H. Franklin Paschall Chair of Biblical Studies and Preaching
at Belmont University do The Office of Development. Belmont
University, 1900 Belmont Blvd., Nashville, TN 37212.

Iran says it welcomes
nuclear talks with West
TEHRAN. Iran (AP)-Iran response to the invitation soon.
welcomes nuclear talks with the the TV reported. He did not
United States and other coun- elaborate.
tries. Tehran's top nuclear negoThe United States announced
tiator said Monday.
last week that it would join
The negotiator, Saeed Jalili, direct talks with Iran that
made the comments during a Britain. China, France, Germany
telephone call
with
the and Russia are seeking to conEuropean Union's foreign poli- vene. The talks aim to break a
cy chief, state television report- long deadlock over Iran's
ed. During the conversation. nuclear program, which the U.S.
Jalili said the talks should be and its allies fear aims to build
aimed at "constructive coopera- atomic weapons. Iran denies the
tion" between countries.
charge.
week,
President
Last
Ahmadinejad said Thursday
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said that Iran would present a new
Iran was open to talks - but proposal for negotiations, saying
only if they were based on "conditions have changed- respect for Iran's rights, suggest- an apparent reference to
ing the West should not try to President Barack Obama's elecforce Tehran to stop uranium tion and Iran's own progress in
enrichment. Jalili's comments its nuclear program since previappeared to be more of a defini- ous talks with Iran were held last
tive answer, but he stressed that year. He didn't elaborate on the
Iran would issue an official proposal.

China softens stance
on human rights
BEIJING (AP) - China said an introduction to the docureleased its first human rights ment released by the official
action plan this morning, pledg- Xinhua News Agency. The twoing to improve the treatment of year plan promises the commuminorities and do more to pre- nist government will do more to
vent the torture of detainees but prevent illegal detention and torsaid that raising living standards ture, and to boost the overall living standard of minorities,
would remain a central goal.
China has been criticized by women,the unemployed and the
other governments, the United disabled. But it says a central
Nations and activists for aggres- tenet of its policy remains ensursively promoting economic ing Chinese people have the
reform over the past few right to make money. China
:decades while falling short on drew up the plan as part of
basic human rights such as free- preparations for its first examidom of speech. religion and the nation before the U.N. Human
Rights Council earlier this year.
right to a fair trial.
The government responds to On preventing prisoner abuse.
such criticism by pointing to its the plan promises that detainees.
accomplishments in improving their families and the communithe lot of hundreds of millions of ty will be informed of detainees'
rights as well as law-enforcepeople.
"While respecting the univer- ment standards and procedures.
sal principles of human rights, It calls for a physical barrier
The Chinese government, in the between detainees and inter:light of the basic realities of rogators and mandatory physical
China, gives priority to the pro- examinations for detainees
tection of the people's rights to before and after they are quessubsistence and development," tioned to prevent abuse.

NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) -Bracing themselves on a rolling
warship in choppy seas, U.S.
Navy snipers fired three flawless shots to kill a trio of Somali
pirates and free the American
sea captain being held at gunpoint. a Navy commander said
this morning.
Angry pirates vowed retaliation for the deaths, raising fears
for the safety of some 230 foreign sailors still held hostage in
more than a dozen ships
anchored off the coast of lawless
Somalia.
"From now on, if we capture
foreign ships and their respective countries try to attack us. we
will kill them (the hostages),"
Jamac Habeb, a 30-year-old
pirate, told the Associated Press
from one of Somalia's piracy
hubs. Eyl. "(U.S. forces have)
become our No. I enemy."
The nighttime operation was
a victory for the world's most
powerful military, but few
experts believed it would quell a
rising tide of attacks in one of
the world's busiest shipping
lanes.
Interviewed from Bahrain,
U.S. Naval Forces Central
Command chief Vice Adm. Bill
Gortney said the takedown happened shortly after the hostagetakers were observed by sailors
aboard the USS Bainbridge
"with their heads and shoulders
exposed."
U.S. Defense officials said
snipers got the go-ahead to fire
after one pirate held an AK-47
so close to Capt. Richard
Phillips' back that the weapon
appeared to be touching him.
Two other pirates popped their
heads up, giving snipers three
clear targets, one official said.
The military officials asked
not to be named because they
were not authorized to publicly
discuss the case.
The Navy released images of
the scene from an unmanned
drone that showed snipers positioning themselves on the fantail
of the USS Bainbridge. The
snipers fired simultaneously.
Asked how the snipers could
have killed each pirate with a
single shot in the dark, Gortney
described them as "extremely,
extremely well-trained." He told

AP
A Kenyan police boat patrols near the Maersk Alabama at the port of Mombasa. Kenya, this
morning. U.S. Navy snipers Sunday rescued the Maersk Alabama's sea captain in a dramatic high-seas shootout that killed three Somali pirates.
NBC's "Today" show that the
News of Phillips' rescue flagged Maersk Alabama had
shooting was ordered by the caused his crew in Kenya to put up a fight Wednesday when
captain of the Bainbridge.
break into wild cheers and pirates boarded the ship. Until
The SEALs arrived on the brought tears to the eyes of those then, Somali pirates had become
scene by parachuting from their in Phillips' hometown of used to encountering no resistaircraft into the sea, and were Underhill, Vermont, half a world ance once they boarded a ship in
picked up by the Bainbridge, a away from the Indian Ocean search of million-dollar ransenior U.S. official said.
drama.
soms. Yet Sunday's blow to their
He said negotiations with the
President Barack Obama lucrative activities is unlikely to
pirates had been "going up and called Phillips' courage "a stop pirates, simply because Of
down." The official, asking not model for all Americans" and the size of the vast area stretchto be publicly identified because said he was pleased with the res- ing from the Gulf of Aden and
he, too, was not authorized to cue, but added the United States the coast of Somalia.
discuss this on the record, said still needed help from other
"This could escalate violence
the pirates were "becoming countries to deal with piracy and in this part of the world, no
increasingly agitated in the to hold pirates accountable.
question about it." said Gortney.
rough waters; they weren't getThe stunning resolution to a the commander of U.S. Naval
ting what they wanted."
five-day standoff came after Forces Central Command.
Just as it was getting dark, pirates had agreed to let the USS
A Somali pirate agreed.
pirates fired a tracer bullet Bainbridge tow their powerless
"Every country will be treat"toward the Bainbridge,- further lifeboat out of rough water.
ed the way it treats us. In the
heightening the sense that the
A fourth pirate surrendered future. America will be the one
incident was ratcheting up, the after boarding the Bainbridge mourning
and
crying.official said.
earlier Sunday and could face Abdullahi Lami, one of the
He said when the time snipers life in a U.S. prison. He had pirates holding a Greek ship
fired, Phillips' hands were been seeking medical attention anchored in the Somali town of
bound. Phillips was not hurt in for a wound to his hand, military Gaan, told The A_sociated Press
several minutes of gunfire officials said. In a move that sur- this morning. "We will retaliate
Sunday.
prised the pirates, the U.S.- (for) the killings of our men."

Americans to be frugal with income tax refunds
WASHINGTON (AP) -Most people say they plan to use
this year's tax refund to pay
bills, deciding in this sour economy to be more frugal with their
annual windfall.
Fifty-four percent of those
receiving refunds said they
intend to pay off credit card.
utility, housing and other bills,
according to an Associated
Press-GfK
poll
released
Monday. That compares with 35
percent who said the same thing
a year ago.
Only 5 percent, about the
same as a year ago. said they
planned to go on a shopping
spree.
The survey found that 38 percent of those receiving a refund
said they plan to spend at least
part of it. But the spending
appears to be mostly on basic
needs: 17 percent said they
would use the money for everyday needs such as food and
clothing. It was 7 percent a year
ago.
Phillip Barks of Aberdeen.
Md., said he and his wife,
Kristy, have spent their $3,800
refund. Most went toward a
credit card bill.
"We didn't pay that off,
though," said Phillip Barks, 31,
who serves in the Army. "We
just put a big dent in it."
The Barks, who were not part
of the poll, were interviewed on
street
a
downtown
in
Washington.
A few blocks away. Shannon
Wyss of Washington said she
plans to save most her $1,066
refund. She will, however, treat
herself a bit: she's already spent
$99 on a device for her iPhone.
"I need a pair of shoes," said
Wyss, 36, who works for the
National AIDS Fund.
The deadline for individuals
to file their 2008 tax returns is
Wednesday. As of last week, the

Looking For

LOWER
Home & Auto
Insurance Rates?

Internal Revenue Service had
sent out about $200 billion in tax
refunds. Commissioner Doug
Shulman said the agency
expects to send out about $330
billion by the end of tax season.
The AP-GfX poll found that
57 percent of adults said they
expect to receive a tax refund.
The average refund this year is
about $2,700, compared with
$2,500 last year, Shulman said.
For
last-minute
filers.
Shulman said the quickest way
to get a refund is to file electronically and have the refund
deposited directly into a bank
account. Those refunds take
about 10 days to process, he
said. Refund checks from paper
returns take four to six weeks to
process, he said.
The Obama administration is
hoping this year's refunds will
help boost an economy that has
shed more than 5 million jobs
since December 2007. Congress
passed a $787 billion economic
recovery bill in February. The
package was a mixture of government spending and tax cuts
designed to get people to spend
at a time when most are cutting
back and saving more. It makes
sense to be frugal when the
economy is in such bad shape,
but it hurts the economy when
everyone does it.
The poll found that 35 percent of those receiving refunds
plan to save or invest at least
part of the money, a slight
increase from a year ago. About
37 percent said they planned to
use their refunds to pay down
debt, including credit cards, student loans and personal loans. A
year ago. 24 percent said they
would use at least part of their
refunds to pay down debt.
Only 3 percent of those
receiving refunds said they
planned to invest at least part of
the money in real estate, which

has been depressed in markets said he plans to buy affordable
across the country.
homes and rent them to strugMichael Perch. 48, of gling families, then sell the
Alexandria. Va., said he plans to homes after the
markgt
use part of his hefty refund to improves.
take advantage of real estate bar"It's tough out there right
gains in the Atlanta area. Perch, now," he said.
•.
a government contractor for the
The poll found that thoeke
Defense Department, expects to making less than $50,000 a year
receive a $17,000 refund.
were much more likely to ii$e
Perch, who was interviewed their tax refunds to pay bills Or
in Lafayette Park, across the buy everyday items than thole
street from the White House, making more.
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Tale of a Fidalgo
Bay Samaritan
The Fidalgo Bay coffee si:oi! y.
has become part of my morn- "working
drivebig routine. Most mornings I the
go through the drive through up' window
On my way to the university. at Fidalgo
I take the steaming cup of Bay for the
medium roast up to my office past
three
to ruminate over before my years. I have
class. It helps me relax. At met
some
the same time I get a boost very friendly
of energy to mingle with the and generadrenaline of my pre-class jit- ous people.- Home and
Away
ters Just the right combina- For
Janet
By James
has
there
tion.
Duane Bolin
one
Sometimes I go inside been
Fidalgo Bay to enjoy a cup particular Ledger & Times
Columni;
while grading papers. It is customer
indeed nice to go to a place who
has
where "everybody knows your made a lasting impression.
name." I find an easy chair
"Her name is Tina Green."
to lean back in, perfect for Janet said. "Tina uses the
reading. The place is always 'drive-up' window about five
busy. but the background chat- to six times each week. She
ter never disturbs me. 1 like orders basically the same thing
the sound of people at work, every time." According to
doing a job that is both help- Janet, however, Tina "does not
ful and enjoyable.
stop there. She not only pays
Fidalgo Bay is co-owned for her own order but ALSO
by Dr. Terry Stricter (the chair for the order of the car in
of Murray State's Department back of her."
of History) and Sara Fineman.
"These are total strangers,"
and Sara's brother, Bernie Fine- Janet said, "yet she will pay
man. The business was just for theirs every timer' Janet
voted by Murray State students "thought this generosity would
the number one coffee shop in stop eventually, but she conMurray, the second year in a tinues this ritual every time
row the shop has garnered this she orders from us. What is
honor.
also gratifying is that a numUsually Janet Bailey takes ber of clients return the favor
my order at the drive through, to the person in back of THEM!
and Janet is unfailingly cheery Some will ask to return the
and kind. Once, the manag- favor to Tina and we have
er, Melanie Miller, brought my been able to do that also."
coffee out to my car when the
I myself have been a recipcustomer in front of me had ient of Tina Green's largesse,
A large order that was slow- without knowing who was
ing up the process. All of the responsible at the time. Folks,
Fidalgo Bay employees know we have good Samaritans in
the coffee business.
our midst, Fidalgo Bay SamarIn addition to Janet and itans. Thank goodness for the
Melanie, there are Tracy Cun- good folks at Fidalgo Bay, and
ningham, Kelly Fineman, Sta- thank goodness for the Tina
cie Pruitt, Jamie Hutson. Dacia Greens of the world.
Mansfield. Marla Reed. Brett
I'll let Janet Bailey have
White, Cassie Fischer, Kim the last word. "In these more
Hendon,
Martin, than challenging times," she
Melinda
Heather Whelehon, Matt Pruitt, said, "it's always wonderful to
and Sue Garland. They know know that there are people
the coffee business, but they around who will always give
also know how to make you back—no matter the
feel right at home.
Janet recently said that
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Smith to speak on Lincoln at MSU
F.W. deKlerk. Lech Walesa,
Benazir Bhutto, Robert F.
Kennedy Jr.
For most of us, the names
have instant recognition. Now
add Richard Nortc.n Smith to
the distinguished lineup and
what do you have? The featured speaker for this year's
5th annual Murray State University Presidential Lecture
Series. (DeKlerk and the others came to MSU for the series
in 2005, 06, 07, and 08.)
Founding director of the
Abraham Lincoln Presidential
Library and Museum and
recently appointed the ABC
News presidential historian,
Richard Norton Smith's topic
on Tuesday, April 14, is "A.
Lincoln at 2(X): The Measure
of All Presidents."
The presentation will be on
campus in Lovett Auditorium
at 7 pm.
Smith's esteemed biography
on Thomas E. Dewey was a
Pulitzer Prize finalist. His books
about presidents include one
about Herbert Hoover,. and
another about George Washington. Right now he is working on a biography of Nelson
A. Rockefeller. former governor of New York and fortyfirst vice president under Gerald Ford.
Jeanie Morgan, Coordinator
of Student Activities, books
The following is an open
letter to Kentucky teachers,
superintendents, principals, and
school boards from Robert F.
Sexton, executive director,
Prichard Committee for Acad
emic Excellence
To the Editor,
On Friday, March 13. the
Kentucky General Assembly
passed Senate Bill 1, calling
for an improved assessment
and accountability system by the
spring of 2012. We and many
others strongly supported this
legislation because it included
improvements
testing
in
response to teacher and public
concerns. It could, if done right,
move us to a next generation
of testing and accountability, the
kind of changes we also expect
to see coming from the U.S.
Department of Education and
other states in the next few
years.
But at the last minute a surprise provision was added with
no public discussion, creating
a big problem for everyone
who works in education or
cares about quality public education.
It was decided that, for the
next three years starting this
spring. Kentucky schools should
have no accountability except
for student test scores on math
and reading as required by No
Child Left Behind. This means
that the results of testing for
writing (portfolios included)science, history. geography. economics, civics (i.e., social studies) and the arts won't be counted. The Kentucky Department
of Education is also prohibited from publishing an overall
school improvement score

speakers and performers who
take the stage at MSU. She
has made arrangements to bring
well-known names like Maya
Angelou, Sinbad, Mike Ditka
and Danny Glover to campus.
She admits she cannot wait to
meet Smith. "We've had a good
back-and-forth correspondence
because 1 was able to work
directly with him," she said.
Josh Jacobs, Chief of Staff
in the office of MSU President Randy Dunn, had the pleasure of Smith's acquaintance
when Josh worked in the governor's office in Springfield.
III. "Richard Norton Smith
was very much sought after as
the premier Lincoln scholar,"
Jacobs declared. "It was his
scholarship and his vision that
made him the nght choice for
the Lincoln Museum n and
Library."
Jacobs was present during the
search process, when Smith
was grilled about his vision
for the museum and library.
The building was not nearly
completed, and ringed by a
chain link fence: nevertheless.
Smith marched the group across
the street to the construction
area.
"He talked about his vision
for the space," Jacobs remembers. "He connected with his
audience because of his passion for history."

MS U
President
Randy Dunn
also had an
opportunity
to work with
Smith when
they
both
were
in
Springfield.
"I can guarantee that he Main Street
will provide By Constance
an engaging
Alexander
look at one Ledger & Times
of our greatColumnist
est - if not
the greatest
- president. In addition to shedding light on what the presidency means to our country,"
Dr. Dunn continued, "I think
it is especially exciting to have
Richard on campus early in
the administration of another
historic
president. Barac k
Obama."
Murray State University is
not alone in seeking out Richard
Norton Smith during the bicentennial year of Lincoln's birth.
At George Mason University,
where Smith currently serves
as scholar-in-residence, media
contact Tara Lasowski reports
that he is in great demand.
"We've gotten more than a
hundred media requests for him
in the past two weeks," she
said, adding that he recently

reading. This has been difficult in the other states where
the curriculum has been narrowed the way Senate Bill 1
has narrowed Kentucky's.
Strong
accountability
ing except in math and reading required by NCLB. The (proven results) and making
CATS test will be given in the case for adequate or superior school funding are joined
science, history, geography. ecoat the hip. Since the early
nomics (social studies), and
writing but it won't count in 1990s, all across America, there
an overall score for the school. has been an implicit but real
Although the Kentucky Depart- contract between educators, parment of Education can make ents. and other taxpayers that
the test results public, we don't says, in effect, "if we see results
know yet how - or if - that we'll pay taxes for schools"
and educators said, in response.
will happen.
No one will know whether "we'll do our best to educate
one school is progressing com- every child and show you the
pared to another, whether the results to prove it."
If it seems that schools have
achievement gap for minority
or disadvantaged kids is being stopped focusing on increasnarrowed, or which schools ing results for the next few
need special help so their kids years, it will be easy for local
can catch up. The challenge taxpayers to say schools don't
to educators: figure out how need increasing revenue either.
to let your parents, school coun- 1 worry that folks like our
cil members and taxpayers Prichard Committee volunteers
know how your school is doing and the business communigi
with the whole curriculum, not could also turn away from concern about school funding. They
just reading and math.
In some schools, or perhaps may return to those concerns
many, a likely result will be once Kentucky gets serious
to de-emphasize writing, sci- again about results in writing.
ence, social studies (history, science, history, geography.
economics, geography, civics) civics and other core content
•
and the arts. This would be a - or they may not.
The challenge: educators
tragedy for our communities and
need
to prove to their comour commonwealth. These subjects are at the heart of prepar- munities, parents, taxpayers and
ing young people to be ready business leaders that they do
as citizens to handle the com- care about results for kith.
plex problems we are handing Don't worry about the (kilts
them. To slight these subjects who never have and never will
in any way is appalling for support good public schools.
our democracy. The challenge: It is the friends of strong pubeducators need to figure out how lic schools who will be very
to emphasize the whole cur- upset now. And that's one of
riculum, not just math and the biggest challenges we've
faced in years.

OUR READERS
WRITE
(accountability
index)
so
schools won't know whether
they are better or worse than
the previous year - and neither will parents or other taxpayers.
In supporting this measure
the Kentucky Education Association president said we should
"just give everybody a breather"
from most accountability until
we have a new system in three
years. In the past 15 years
Kentucky schools have made
well documented and unprecedented progress. Overall the
state has moved from the
nation's educational cellar to
the middle ranks of the states.
Kentucky teachers and school
leaders deserve huge credit for
this. In schools that stand out
for improving student achievement the research shows that
the quality of teaching - what
happens in the individual classrooms - is what matters most.
What happens in those classrooms depends on school leadership too. So huge numbers
of educators deserve the public's deep appreciation for what
they've done - this progress
required very hard work over
a very long time.
Taking a "breather" presents
educators with at least three serious challenges. A disaster looms
unless they find constructive
ways to address them. For the
next three years schools won't
have a way of telling parents
and other taxpayers how they're
progressing with student learn-

completed an online video with
the Washington Post and an
interview with Business Week.
He also visited the White House
on the last day of President
George W. Bush's term for an
historic interview, and was
tapped to interview both President Bush and his father,
George Bush Sr., for oral histories that one day will be
available in both men's presidential libraries.
Richard Norton Smith was
born in Massachusetts and graduated from Harvard in 1975.
He worked as a ,White House
intern and a freelance writer
for the Washington Post, until
he became a speechwriter for
Massachusetts Senator Edward
Brooke.
His distinguished career
includes prestigious jobs
director of the Herbert Hoover
Presidential Library, the Ronald
Reagan Presidential Library and
Foundation, the Gerald Ford
Museum and Library and the
Lincoln Library and Museum.
Visit the official site of the
Lincoln Presidential Library and
Museum
at
http://www.alplm.org/home.htm
I. Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@newwavec
onun.net.
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Summer MES & MMS Kids'
Company plans registration

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Summer MES and MMS Kids' Company
registration will start Iliesday and continue
through April 30. This will be from 2 to 5:30
p.m. at Murray Elementary School Cafeteria
and from 3 to 5 p.m. at Murray Middle
School Cafeteria.
For more information contact Trinity
Campbell/Alisa Walls at MMS Kids'
Company at 753-5126, ext. 2244 and Melissa
Durlitun/Alissi Walls at MES Kids' Company
at 753-5022.

MMS Council will meet
Murray Middle School Based Decision
Making Council will meet Tuesday at 4 p.m. in
the media center.

• Alzheimer's Support Group to meet
Alzheimer's Support Group Education Program will be Tuesday
:at 4:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital board room.'The
.Legacy/Solana Alzheimer's Care Unit and Respite Care" will be the
program to be presented by Jessica Toren, director of admissions.
Cindy Ragsdale, LSW and coordinator of the group, invites all
interested perons. For more information call Ragsdale at 762-1278.

. Narcotics group will meet
: Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
:Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For
:information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Music Department plans music contest
.: The Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will spon:sor voice, piano and string contests for middle and high schools, private schools and home schoolers on Tuesday, April 21, at 6:30 p.m.
at the club house. Entry forms must be received by Tuesday. Forms
have been distributed to choir directors at each of the middle and
high schools, as well as to community teachers. For more information call Linda Scott at 753-7944.

TOPS meeting on Tuesday
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Murray Chapter of TOPS #616 will meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For information call Joyce at 753-9080 or 227-4625.

TOPS#623 will meet
TOPS # Ky. 623 Chapter will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. at First
Christian Church fellowship hall, Ill North Fifth St. Weigh-in will
be from 5 to 5:30 p.m. For information call Johna at 227-4625.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road. Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet

1

Murray Singles(SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex
of the Calloway County Public Library. For information call Pat at
489-2909 or Mary Beth at 436-5116.
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pri....-isents, 'Alice in
Special to Me Ledger
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is gearing up to present the annual "all-you-can-cat"
dessert performance. This year's
production
is "Alice
in
Wonderland." a contemporary
dance presentation based on the
famous novel by Lewis Carroll,
is highlighted with an original
score by composer Johnnye
Burnham and imaginative choreography by Karen Balzer. The
performance is scheduled for
Friday, April 17 at 7 p.m. at
Murray State University's
Lovett Auditorium.
Graduating seniors from
Murray and Calloway County
high schools will be featured in
the production. Rebecca Garth
of MHS will be performing the
lead role of Alice; Rebecca Raj
of MHS is playing the White
Rabbit; Chelsea Summerville of
CCHS is the Caterpillar; and
Claire Pitman of MHS is the
Queen of Hearts.
Other dancers include: Kayla
Winstead, Katie Bierbaum,
Lydia Powell. Samantha Taylor,

Wonderland'.

Photo provided
Claire Pittman (far left), Rebecca Garth, Rebecca Raj and
Chelsea Summerville are graduating seniors of the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company performing in -Alice in
Wonderland."

Ann Taylor, Kate Adams. Holly
Hardt. Savannah Poor, Abigail

Reinhardt. Elizabeth Balmer,
Sharon Jacobs. (]inn' Furches,

UMG Nashville marketing VP Tom Lord visits MSU
Murray State University students will get a crash course in
marketing in the music world
when another Nashville music
executive visits the campus.
Tom Lord, the vice president
of marketing at Universal Music
Group Nashville, is scheduled to
speak to instructor Chris
Palmer's
Music
Industry
Marketing class Wednesday.
April 15. MSU students, faculty
and staff, as well as community
members are invited to attend
the lecture in 546 Doyle Fine
Arts Center on campus from 56:15 p.m. After that, Lord's time
will be devoted to students who
are enrolled in the course.
Lord received a music business degree from Belmont

University in 1998 while simultaneously working for Creative
Services at Universal's Rising
Tide record label. He then
moved on to video and artist
development at Nashville's
Warner
Brothers/Reprise
Records, producing the work of
such artists as Jeff Fox worthy.
Faith Hill and Dwight Yoakam.
Since starting with UMG
Nashville in 2000, Lord has
assisted in coordinating the marketing and advertising of such
country musicians as Gary
Allan, Vince Gill, Julianne
Hough, Sugarland and George
Strait.
Now on the board for both the
Nashville Film Festival and the
TJ Martell Foundation, Lord
stays active through various

groups, such as the Country
Music Association's Global
Markets Advisory Group and
the Country Music Hall of
Fame's Sound & Speed, a
fundraiser combining country
musicians with NASCAR stars.
Lord is just the latest notch in
the marketing class' guest list.
Other speakers this semester
were songwriter/producer Steve
Ivey; former Asylum Records
president Kyle Lehning; Pete
Fisher, president of Nashville's
chapter of the National
Academy of Recording Arts and
Sciences, and vice president and
general manager of the Grand
Ole Opry: Wade lessen, the senior chart manager for Billboard
Publications and a Sirius XM
satellite radio music host; Dale

Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

MHS seeking nominations
Murray High school is seeking nominations for the Site-Based
Decision Making Council. Any eligible parent may pick up an
application at the MHS office between the hours of 8 a.m. and 3
p.m. Nominations must be received by Thursday. April 23. Voting
will take place on April 29 and 30.

Songwriters will meet
West Kentucky Chapter of NSAI (Nashville Songwriters
Association International) will meet tonight (Monday)from 6 to 8
p.m. in the Stables of Murray State University Curris Center. For
more information call Janet Miller at 270-293-7252.

Health Express lists stops
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Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
vision and glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks
today (Monday) from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Save-A-Lot, Murray; on
Tuesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Wal-Mart in
Murray.
Photo provided

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday)at 6:30 p.m. at the Masonic Lodge building, Ky. Hwy. 121
North. Murray. Food and fellowship will be at 6:30 p.m. and the
meeting will start at 7:30 p.m. For information on membership call
Betty Kunkel at 489-2333. Cookbooks are available by calling Sybil
Lasater at 753-4530.

Dexter meeting Tuesday
Dexter town meeting will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. at Dexter Baptist
Church Activity building, located right behind Dexter Post Office.
Linda Avery. Calloway circuit court clerk, will be speaker. A potluck
meal of sandwiches, finger foods, chips, etc., will be served.

PUBLIC HEARING
The Calloway County Board of Education will
be conducting a Public Hearing on April 27,
2009 at 6:00 P.M. CDT for the purpose of
accepting public comment on the proposed
District Facilities Plan. The District Facilities
Plan Public Hearing will be hosted at the
Calloway County Schools Central Office at
2110 College Farm Road, Murray, KY 42071.
Any person that cannot attend but wishes to
submit a written statement to be read at the DFP
Public Hearing may do so by sending the statement to the previously listed address in care of
Randy McCallon. Anyone interested in attending this hearing is invited.

Dheepa Loganathan, Leandra
Hale.
Lindsay
Lambes,
Elizabeth Wall, Dori Chambers.
Jessica
Havener, Isabella
Estrada, Elise Eaton, Abbie
Bierbaum, Autumn Walters and
Courtney Tinsley. The JPDC is a
non-profit regional touring
dance company composed of
young dancers ages nine to 24
from the counties that make up
the Jackson Purchase. Aside
from artistic dance performances, JPDC provides artistic services that assist regional schools
with arts and humanities.
Audiences of all ages wiU
truly enjoy all aspects of"Alice"
and will delight in sampling a
tasty
array
of desserts.
Admission to the performances
is $8 for adults and $6 for students under 16. Doors will open
at 6:30 p.m. No reservations will
be taken for the performance.
JPDCs 2008-2009 season was
made possible by Ronald
McDonald House Charities, a
nonprofit funding organization.
All JPDC performances are held
in handicap-accessible facilities.

DREAM TRIP: Calloway County Homemakers accompanied six residents of Spring Creek
Health Care to see the performance of "Wizard of Of at Playhouse in the Park. Pictured, from
left, are Judi Little, homemaker, Herschell and Nadine Pace, Margaret Welch, David Thieke
and Mary Bynum, Spring Creek residents, Tista Frazier, Spring Creek aide, Kitty Davis, homemaker, and Margie Pearson, resident. WOW Lodge 728 was also a sponsor.

Ladies of the Oaks
Ladies Bridge will be played Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the Oaks
Country Club. Ann Gupton will be hostess.
Members are asked to call Gupton at 753-9733 to sign up.
Winners of Bridge play on April 8 were Ann Gupton, first place.
and Melva Hatcher, second place, according to Shirley Wade. hostess.

Do you need
help with your
401(k)rollover?

Hickory Woods
Retir•m•nt Center

by Armin Peeler
We'Ne enjoyed a full wet ot Easter ants
Sts On Tuetdas Jenne and Donna playedEnter games. One tame was pin the 6111 00 the
Imre I had nese' heard such laightng in the
Using room and upon my ins esugauon I
learned that Maur had toed to pc the tad on
Donna' Sometime, those'
,Undid& fr-211), confine 'Liu'
This week dic hscinsion in the Journal class
was all eve teaming to dose, first ems and.
"big dates "We learned that a few never learned
how to arise. Me finally kartied in her 50's and
one trier had a wreck 011C Just -bumpedthings' The con,mauon got sees interesting
when we discussed -big dates Some mennovel going io -Dunbar Case-. a pre called
'Chid,- and to the nw-,es abet alked al.owt
"play parties". "pie suppers" and hanging out a
the "Sink Heir" It's always fun so reminisce
about our ',diaper days Nell Nolsworthy told
about throwitl A pan of dishwater out an her
!rdfdsdrA %tie fur: tone she trot
That
an interesting was to catch a man
The residents malls pitched in and helped
Inure this week prepare for an Easier Egg Hun
for de children lir) prepared about 500 eggs
Ws filling them with candy It's a good duo;
kruse bought lots of candy because you have to
lest- the can& and see if it's good for the little
kids We had our own Eisla Egg Hunt on Good
Friday You nese per to old to emos Easter Egg
Hunts
We had our AMA surpnse" survey from the
date inspector dus week and we received ages
feet slOte That was a RICe way to wind down
the week
heretol ot out residents attended Salem
Baptist Church on Easter morning They
mused the Easter musical tresented tis then
dioit lid Si theu mugs. &mice.Charles Peeler
The rest oldie des vw2, spent retaking with thew
lumber
_Notliusg ftse boots or feels tzA home bo WI
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Presented by the kappa Department
April 23, 2009• 5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Murray Woman's Clubhouse, 704 Vine St.

4114
%

Michael Utley
Financiai Advisor

4.11)
0

753-4377

Bobo, music publisher; Barry
Landis, chairman and CEO of
his own faith-based consulting
firm, Landis Entertainment &
Media Partners; and Gene Dnes,
president of Juxtapromotion and
former southeast promotion
manager for Warner Bros.
Records.

71111r.
1
I

a,ChwissINts4 Commerce. te
Cogito,2f A K•spris.f Afassaihrs.
Akohl
Ticket Prices: $5 in advance or $7 at the door. -airib
71641.1 Avallakit at
Lorena Oeis

WOODMEN p.

oforWoRLD
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Lo. And Found
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Sterne. Opportunity
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Want To Buy
Articles For Ss.
Aisaasocas
Pions Ftenistongs
Antique.
Lawn II Garden

Farm Equipment
Heavy
Sports Equopment
Firewood
Muescal
Mobile 1141T• Lan For Saw
Mobile Horne. FOI
Mobile Horne* For Rent
Mobile Horne tom FOf Rent
Ekietneas Rent..
AparlIIVOMII For Rent
Root. For Rent
Hours For Rent
Storage Rentals
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1.1100 For Fleet or Lame
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Rae Estare
Labs Properly
Lots For Sate
Lots For Rem
Farms For Sele
&creeps
Hornet For Sate
Motorcycles & ATV.
Auto Part.
Soon lelerry Welcies
Used Cer•
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boas & Motors
Service* Otlereo
Free Column
Tobacco & Suppers

Fn. 11 int.
Fn.11

Natty

Sit SO Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
Dos P, un: ;
1AG ; Ad,Mui.i Fun
1/3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

Sol". Sbl,

$825 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
,mart
41
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Mon. 1 p.m.

aednesday

lke.5 om.

Thursday

Wet 1 pin.

Friday

Thur.11
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flits 1 ptu

'51R-A

41•1.

Immo.
VISA

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
UMW
Woke

Hein Wanted

Murray State University is accepting bids from qualified contractors for Blackburn Science Building renovation project, on the campua of Murray State
University There will be a pre-bid conference at
10-00 am. April 20, 2009. Bids will open April 29,
2009 at 2-00 pm. Contractors may receive a copy of
the bid advertisement by contacting Steven
Stapleton (2701 809-4099 and referencing
CC-173S-09.
020
Nodes

Thaw J,K11
"Next Generation s
MUSIC Jars"
• Weddings • Private Parties
Song Requests Welcome
• Mixed music from all genres
• Soon to be hootIng Karaohe
• Performing at the Keg
Friday Nights at 9pm

Brandon(270)348-4413

Merlin IncMURRAY,KV
Taking applications for:

dnvers with a Class A CDL
Must have a good driving record,
23 yrs, of age and 2 years experience.
Good home time,
Paid HolidaysNacations
Health Ins. and Retirement Plan
Full time

I

Harris Furnishings

TOP quality
consignment furnitur•
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361
180
I
Lawn & (Wrote

'BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTO
INSURANCE
Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100q of
the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

05 John Deere 595,
4WD, diesel engine,
power steering, 62"
mower deck. 293-1231

Monday thru
Friday
10 am -4 p.m.
CNA/Med Aide
Prefer expenence but will train.

1, 2. 3BR homes
Possible
FSBO.
finance. Set-up in
Murray. Bill 978-7656
98 Fairmont 16x80,
vinyl siding, shingle
roof, northern insulated, extra nice.
270-489-2525.

View, EOE

GET THIS I XI
AD FOR ONLY
575.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 75:3-1916
a
HAZEL Church
Christ welcomes you.
489-2266
THE Murray Ledger &
Timee considers ila
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
050
Last and Found
FOUND. Gray with
black
cat
around
Charley Miller Rd &
641 area. 4374604
LOST Jack is missing' Jack is a golden
brown rat terrier mix
He weighs between 18
and 20 pounds and is
neutered and
microchipped He was
last seen at his home
on State Line Road
East between
Harmon/Clayton Road
and New Providence
Road or Wednesday.
Apnl 8 at 5 30 pm Call
his mom Elizabeth at
270-293-9121

DANCERS
needed
Cash nightly Wed-Sat
Daytime Bartender &
D.J 270-227-4028

JAM
DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANKSETTER
* Gas
=02r C,Proc.,
.-•,ay has an ocenmg
5
propane cleIrvery
,('01
,and tank
K. Om.
,
.nstaller Must have a
COL 1-4a/Mal re ankOr
Exceilent Say great benefits Please call 753-7485
Or lud tree 1,1 Warren al
l.800-574-4421 est 142 or
emafl hcr at
wva,wyr faunas c.0,,

PAINTING contractor
is recruiting experiprofessional
enced
journeymen painters
Must have 4-years professional
painting
Position
experience
includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement & paid
vacations To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message
No walk in applicants
accepted This company is an equal opportunity employer

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on ow classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork com
By default.
Murray and local job
listiags will appear on
this weblike.
However: as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobrietwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings. Thank you.
DO you love worldng
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be Just the piaci)
for you! Full time and
part time positions
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following position.
LPN/RN, 2p-10p Full
time. Apply in person
at Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W. Farthing
St., Mayfield. KY
42066
GROWING IT Service
Company needs cornputer/network technician MCSE expeni
ence desired must be
comfortable with
Microsoft Server
Operating
Systems, Active
Directory. Exchange.
TCP/1P, and network
devices Email resume
to
protechio043 yahoo co
LOOKING for person
bookkeeping
with
experience, Mon-Fri
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-M
LPN- medical offi•-• 3
rue.
days a week
Wed Th ). expenence
preferred Possible fulltime after 6 months
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-1, Murray. KY
42071
REWARDING Career
Opportunity Immediate
openings Professional
sales position with
income
excellent
potential for a self
motivated, hard-workplayer
team
ing
Excellent fringe benefits Complete training
provided Bring resume
to Fleming Furniture
641N
3060 Hwy
Murray, KY 42071

and
Mediating
Communications
Assistant
Strong marketing skills
required. Proven copywriting and editing
experience. Superior
protect management
skills. Understanding of
print/production.
all
in
Proficient
Microsoft Office programs. Design capabilities preferred. not
required. Contribute in
a team environment.
Manage multiple proiects concurrently. B.S.
in marketing with 2 5
.6. Mall
years erapei
resume and two writing
samples to PLS, Attn.
Carla Minks, 72 Lone
Oak Drive, Cadiz, KY
42211, or fax to
270-522-2272.
MARKETING
Pleasant voices for
easy phone work
No setting
FulVPart-time
Work Monday.Friday
S7-516 per hour
Paid Weekly
762-9900

1111E7C—iniklears
HOME cleaning servic
es 227-7129
HOME or office cleaning. 270-227-6535.
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

CASH BUSINESS
No franchise fees!
FREE seminar start a
coin laundry business
Toes 5/5 1 2 30 or
5 30pm Pre Register &
receive $10 Gas Gift
Card at Seminar 615335-700t
rrdillard0macgray.corn

lianas Fallen
1
-111Riblis

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting.
air cord oleo baseboard & gas heaters.
elec range refngerator, storm windows.
etc.753-4 1 09

SMALL 2BR
753-6012

$200.

rYVaverunteire

We sett tot less/
270
7391
SONY Flat Panel TVs
Full arm of all Sony flat
panel TV s All the
newest makes and
including
models
X BR
Best
Sony's
series On display for
tree delivery & set-up.
surround
custom
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action.
Electronics. Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia
www.murrayelectronicsine corn
(270)753-7567

LARGE
SEILECTION
USED APPLIANCES

Service,,Saies
Repairs/upgrades
759.3556

Wenn buy
ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-1633

MB I South 12th Sr

(270)753-1713

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

CAMP Si I' I I(

Terry Isaacs/Karrn Hams, Owners

CIL%HIM"

MuRRAI:, KY

OF

COMPETMVE RATES

753-9224

Ron Sallin - Local Agent

NICK MCCLURE
IS STILL OWNER

PIra'a

Call !ill Stephens
or Ashley Morris
at 753- 1916

3.
,
.
u,S
1Labps4

Limousines & Vans
1 BR apt. venous lacations. Coleman RE.
Move in free days.
753-9998
1 OR 2br apts near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

esagagar
304 Moe St
In irrii

•

kERJS
,
I 441.075
.

,iiiitTS9-64110
All Occasion Trsraporiaorn •..arpori ServIce • Certif,

and place your ad todaN
2 c12.00 a week
2\ I $6.00 a w_ee k
1 3 week goptraLt
Runs on Monday

1BR & 2BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no pets
753-2905

Storage Ramat,

1B1R

all appliances in
Heights
University
Subdivision. Deposit,
lease, no pets $325.
753-4937 M-F 8-5.
753-3949.

$O5 Dugout! Dr • .54..1, ru,

2BR duplex, stove
refrigerator, air conditioner furnished No
pets $325 00/mo +
deposit 435-4114
2BR, Bedford stone
duplex wi range ref ,
dw 1810 Westwood
606-561-5133
28R. patio, no oets
S355/mo. 253-6070
3 BR duplex Coleman
RE 753-9898

ONE MONTH FREE RENT WITH i YEAR LEASE
Br:dr:sore Ap.a.•!••,.••7!..
One and
(corm! Heal 4 A;r
Cr - ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS PM • I M-4 PM
KS. SAM25.,

located by
Froggy niche station

G&C
T DRAW_ and
PROPANE
ma:o
11 ., )
(2701 753 6266
Cell 1270) 293 4183
9 a m - 4 p rr, M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
anew at 1215.4 Glearlak
16E19 $25 19215$411
inoi 434-2524
i 2701 2934906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently
units available
53-290',

www.murraykyopartments.com
SDU 011:4N ‘Ht(
L1.1

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built

1111.1.1I Sloil

2 Bedroom Apartments
Water. sewer. trash & Cable TV include.
Appliances included No PETS'
I &

[

Apartments For Rant

1

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W Large, 2BR.
1 5 bath, garage, all
Cil-i/A.
appliances.
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished I
pet
indoor
small
allowed $675 no 4
35-4273 or 293-7404
LARGE 3811 apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. CRIJA. W&D,
5600- 2 people. $6753 people water.
sewage & trash furnished no pets
(2701293-3710
LARGE nice 1BR all
appliances 270-759%85, 270-293-7085

2 CI3A duplex
4BR
now available All appliances No pets 1 yr
lease. deposit $760
per month 753-4937
8-5. M-F, 753-3949

NEAR univOrsity. LAO
new large 2BR CM/A.
Low utilities. Quiet.
What you've been
looking for $440 +
deposit

EFFICIENCY apartments for rent Some
utilities paid S220/mo
No pets 767-9037

7334113
293-2482

All sixes to

nt!„our needs

'

4 BP 'IBA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

908 Hothvood Dr 2bedrooms, 1 -bath
apartment $410/mo
Water & trash pick-up
included (270)2273331

MINI
WAREHOUSE
_ Downtown

I

270-753-8556
11)0 l-11110•545-11133 Ext. 283

2BR Duplex, C/H/A. all
appliances, newly
remodeled. 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259
2BR duplex, nice.
CAVA. appliances fur
fished Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

CALLOWAY &ARDEN/ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMR75

2 BR apt near MSU
Move in free days
Coleman RE
753-9898

WARD-ELKINS
MOM COMPUTERS

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

Complete Forma/ Wear Headquarters

2BR Duplex, OKA. all
appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood
(270)753-0259

small tu.u.,.cs
*ATV s rekatorCyCiell

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Phone (270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

213R IBA Duplex,
CHVAC. alt appliances, trash quiet
safe ne.ghtyjrboud
S475/TO, 1 month
securrty, no pets
(270)519-4831

Batten/

2(II

INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP

NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

Full-time RN for busy medical practice. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Will need good phone,
organizational and people skills. Must
be willing to work a flexible schedule.
Please send resume and cover letter:
P.O. Box 1040-A, Murray, KY 42071.

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

8 - COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM

Good working conditions. Pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person at Fern Terrace, 1505 Stadium

As-oid inflationary cost.
Lock in price. single pay of
payment plan.

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $1,024 on Part A. $135 on
Part B Call me for more information

Roble Homes For Sall

Pi.ose (all 270-759-5540

— PREPLANNING
Dallas lAiillaughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

(270)978-0913
TOWNHOUSES

for
rent 3 & 4 BR 25 BA
oven
refrigerator,
stove, washer 6 dryer
Close lo
included
Murray State $630$840 a month First
month 1/2 off Call
270-348-0458

Natio,

2 .1

759-

April
Showers
Orieig May Flowers!

For RIPM
NOW LEASING
I 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 %ouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 01-800-648-6056

IY.Iii"4.118.11MES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
Wass••
3 sm.--PM
535.00
........
ow
3
6 ase....—.—ViSA
6 me.
$663.00
I yr.
$105.111

VERY nice 2B0. all
appliances. 270-759
5885, 270-293-7085

Rest of KY/TN

For Rent

!Purse.

titx

2 BR, very nice
Coleman RE
753-9896

3 me
$70.50
6 me
$911.00
1 yr.—....-.....$128.10

283 Bedroom houses
Lynn Grove, Murray
94East, I JIM
deposit required,
753-4109

Cheek

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mu.
$75.09
6 me.
$66.80
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

Mit'

Name
St Address
City

3E10. IBA, brick ranch.
newly remodeled 303
5675/mo
Woodlawn
plus security
270-474-2520
36R. 2BA. Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St
$500 month, no pets
293-3710

121N Ar toss From
,urr/ Armor.

111,... 641 N..•.111

State

Zip

Daytime

l'h

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Timex
P.O. Box 1040
r ,oulI tr2
n7y0IK7Y
97
10
534-2
1
18
I.

• de

•a

CLASSIFIEDS
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-10AllIla en, 10
310,0

your itear

We Offer.
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

your FREE Yard
sale kit with
purchase of ad.

For Sale

I
cornmeal Prop. For
OFFICE or retail space
available. Prime location. 753-2905,
293-1480
Dete Supplies

I

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Estates,
Matt Jennings

I

293-7872
!dve
y
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stnip forecineure
763-HOME
761110ME.COM

DOG Obedience
436-2858
SHIH-TZU
puppies.
AKC. male & female.
$2504350. Call afternoons. 270-251-0310

& Supple@
HORSE Trailer 3
horse slat tack room
and sleeping quarters
$3500 270-978-2258

lioteirytia & ATVs
HARLEY
Davidsor
FLHTCI, blue/silver
1.800 miles. 293-1231.
07 Red Vstar classic
650 with windshield.
Only 1,500 miles, per
fect shape. Asking
S4.450. 873-2429.
480
Auto Ports

AVISrlittA
ESTATE & AUCtioi.

USED TIRES
14 15 16 inch
Starting at S20

AWN moving service
5 years experience
ree
estimates
-sured 759-4564
LAWN Mowing. Free
,
stimates Call Craig
ox at 270-492-8/56
70-293-0034

Murray Ledger
& Times
753-1916
Office Hours
Monday-Friday
7:30AM-5:00PM

908 Hiliwood Dr 6
plea of 2-bedrooms
and 1 -bath apts. Each
apt = 750/sq ft Great
investment
(270)227-3331

IDC
LAM CAM
Any Lawn Nceds
Beat any price

530
Services Offered

MISC. work- plumbing,
painting. electnc. etc.
227-6535.

530
Services Wind

f.olL CARA(
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 975.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Sagging floors
*Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
*Decks
No job too small

DAVIS Handywork's
FUTRELL'S Tree
Roofing. small home
Service
repairs,
garages, Trimming,
removal,
decks, siding, winstump grinding, firedows, doors & home
wood Insured
building to suit. No Job
489-2839
too small
(270)227-9494
W\‘,11
:H
‘7\ 1(.1 \II

NOUSIVN
1,

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2733
293-2734

270-227-3574
mre.houstoseleetnccio.com

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Noun stows
Res., Corn,. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All Jobs - big or small

753-9562
293-8377, 436-2867
Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured

Hamilton (.1anite
stArble

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS.
• t •••,

I

3301 St. Rit.121N.
7530087
!or Stiir4i,ck. 24';1.722
I)rAplak Pent
.r,n00-340

•

•

R.'P 1.0.Or.1'6.51(1011: dr
. rfll,f71.C)fE.141:pzitA ra•slipeiatt,'1270)291-22

Abridge & McCJinton
Hooting Co

MYERS L.LIMBEF
teitetic.o3.4e.
"Atin40w.s /. D.

427017'8376450
• •

(270) 227-9212

•Pi-11t.[I4P3P(..)
tAVVN.DARE.
PICK UP

270-293-5624

,

•S{.., I A r-fed."
'Mowing •Mulching
'Trimming
Jeremy 293-3983

436-5141 A-AFFOROABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters.
& tree work

,
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02 Ford Explorer XLS
white, 112k, excellent
condition
$6.500
(270)210-0031

07 Burgundy Corvette
5.000 miles. 293-1231
05 Nissan
Anima,
black.
5sp
2 5S,
54.xxx-miles,
great
mpg 293-0212
03 Camry. 54.000
miles, $10,800 Call
John 270-970-0584.
49
Chevrolet 2DR
Sedan. 37,000 actual
miles, no rust, good
intenor 293 1231

fAr.4.1
, -'011.4%,.icl
\

1111111L7
luclo_
ff:11.11,
171'

UM Properly
KY Lake
Bargain!
2.13 AC - $25.200
FREE Covered Boat
Slips
(Was 139.900) Rolling
meadow re scattered
hardwoods. private
KYLake access & pastorai
views Good rd
frontage utilities perfect tor
log horn* Low financing. CM now
1400-704-3154,
x2263

Fulda

FALWELL
ESTATES
Robertson Rd South
Now selling lots
(270)753-9250
falwellestates.com

FaL7S7als
30R, 2BA new con
Campbet
struction.
Estate Great price
Call for appt
753-3966. 293-9747

04 Chevrolet Severed°
Super
Sport, 60
engine
Black with
black intenor, lights of
Chrome 293-1231
94 red Chevy 5-10
Nice truck Runs good
79 Ford. 4w8. flat bed
Noce, runs good.
270-705-7531
92 Chevy -§-10, 28
6cyl 55p. 90k miles
Clean title $750 obo
227-8581

05 Chevrolet Conques
3211 11,000 miles
293-1231
4 Melon
20ft Jet Boat 450
Chevrolet
engine
Blue orange yellow
flames in color tandem
axle trailer 293-1231
1973 Sunchase
Sailboat Fiberglass
hull with 1964 gas
motor $1,200
227-8827

t3114
I AWN SEItVh
Mowing, Martiverm,
I &mist aping A
I rat Vat miming
,alnlat lion guaranteed
753431

227-0611

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

ALL Carpentry
Construction
*Homes •Remodeling
• Decks *Screened
Porches •Garages
*Rotten
•Saoging
Floors •Terrnee
Damage •Home &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
ALLEN'S Painting
Interior Exterior
25 years exp
Free Estimates
270-804•8439
kS1'11‘1
\lilt IR II Bro..
P.t4 jug

FREE ESTIMATES

Call

270.2271591
C

Frame's
41,s...enters. loc.
?
mow.
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
'Trees shaped, tnmmed or removed
*Stump Removal •All modern epquipment
.24 hour emergency service -Licensed & Insured

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323• Cell: 270-227-3140
'No Job is complete until customer is satisfied'

154- peen 4•45.
Ltheaskie nerrkneaterii
Fres Easmissa
(270)9:3-4020
.
'4293-1924
I0
fencing, decking, painting. carpenter. Free
estimates. Double-H
Construction. 270-8897262. 270-719-0217.
. ',SOUTHER%
-ROW
IMOROVELtf r:'

7'.0170.3, 330'

WE DELS TREE
SERVICE
"Local •Loc & ins
•Trimming
'lake down •Removai
-8.c.tet Truck -Chime,
(270p93-8105
1270)641-1586

Kra Offered
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur,
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

YEARRY'S
Service
Free
mates. Phone
2562, 227-0267

Tree
esti436

AtPANItS
ROOF-TING:1_

WILL mow lawns
Adult-owned & operated 978-5655

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

String
program
concert
Tuesday

•itonfing •Itannxtire,
•Rozurs •inuard
'NS Int :on Pea
*Flee.% ras 13.1ia1.1e
227-2617
74-0566
AK TRACTOR
WORKS
• Garden tilling
• Bushogging
• New yard prep
• ozood plots
(270) 753-5482

Residential
'Licensed & Insured
'Scheduled Mowing

530
(270)400‘2907

MOWING & Trimming.
Reliable
scheduled
lawn maintenance. Any
size yard in town or
county Tree trimming.
shrubs, mulch etc.
available Call Steve
767-9178

Commercial &

427n)7484}732

ctO.PR

mounted

Marta, ledger k Tines am,
H0.141141; Ad Arotrce
All RAI rqatt•
is ,bit,t
Federal Fau
rnaAr
,it
Mrurrint
ad,crtNe an, pr..,
erldr
bon twed fl fa, .4or Ad,
port
hand...ap. tarntha' ia
onion Or Int,
k/T
Atac C. 'lulu ant wail peter

REYNOLDS
& SON'S LLC
• Bust" Hogging
• Land Cleanng
• Tractor Won
• ...1./Gravel Hauling
(270) 226-9015
RILEY ROOFING

530
Seeriow Offered

MURRAY MOWING CO.

REUBEN'S
PROFESSIONAL
LAWN CARE
Servicing Calloway &
Marshall Co
Free estimates
(270) 293-2797 4

(270)293-4472

Cell.75375646:
Spat Mir

011erse

,
,an up yard
arid rake
Free estimates
Tim Becker
(270)978-0806
(270)392-7028

Place your Yard Salk:
with us Today & get

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

BEAUTIFUL?
Bedroom, 1-Batn
1350 Sq-Ft ,brick
1502 Henry St
$87,500
Call: 812-677-1040

530.
Services Ottered

Spring is in the air
It's Spring Cleaning Time!

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell owes,
•We rent LI-Hauls
753-9600
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Murray State
University s
String Program will give its
annual String Orchestra Concert
on Tuesday. This free concert is
open to the public and will be
held at 6:30 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Hall on Murray
State's campus.
The program includes Antonio
Vivaldi's
Fours
complete
Seasons, featuring violin soloist
Dr. Sue-Jean Park, a profes::or at
MSU. She will be performing
under the baton ol guest coordinator Joseph Eunkwan Choi,
Photo provided
assistant conductor for the
STUDENTS AWARDED: Each week Murray Elementary students who earn "pawsitives"
Owensboro
Symphony
throughout the week receive special rewards Students selected from each class meet with the
Orchestra
and
music
pnncipal, Janet Caldwell, for a fun activity every Friday afternoon. Students selected for March
director/conductor
of
the
13th were P1 Kaycee Capps. Sam Wortham, Jayion Yarbrough, Landon Jones, and Garrett Owensboro Symphony Youth
Herndon P2 Will Outland, Charles Pemwell, Jaxon Pnce, Sarah Parnsh and Vijay Hill: P3: Orchestra.
Chloe Lovins, Karla Pacheco Allyson Carson, Jaiden Jackson and Aaliyah Sims; P4: Andrew
For more information, call
809-ARTS (2787)
Tharpe, Lucas Gray, Noah Brown and Ziya Langford.

rano
759.050i
'534537
APPLIANCE REPa,,,
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chows \fa.- P.

TRAVIS
tSPIHIA IL:I'
,firaireatittv
ifiaudIng
I ttVil TR •• It
214•7534279
•
Serv,, LAW"S
tilling
bushogging.
blade work
8-436-5277
C-978-0543

Horoscope

h Jacqueline Maar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for lliesday. April 14. 2009:
You break the mold this year. You want to blaze a new trail. and that
is exactly what you will do. You walk through areas that are so new,
you might feel like a child. knowing when to act will also be key
Sometimes your sense of timing is off As an Anes, you tend to be
impulsive. If you are single. perhaps !,our new etpenence could be
one 01 commitment Allow someone quite unique into your life.
Ultimately, you will grow from the expenence If you are attached,
understand the different currents that impact your bond. Choose not
to allow them to become riptide... Agree to disagree SAGITTARIUS challenges your mind
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so, I -Difficult

lia,e: 5-Dynamic: 4-

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*a a tr Take in new vistas mentally Througn reframing, you see life
much differently Empower yourself by accepting responsibility withBRUSH & Hammer
in a relationship anctor a financial decision Tonight Continue to
Painting. tisita &
bloom
Wads DOCKS presTAURUS (April 20-May 20)
washed
sure
and
•**** Though yriii might he ready to work intensely on an issue
stained 436-2228
with a key individual, he or she might not be Here lies the frustration
CERTIFIED Personal Tap into creative
person who serves as a resource Tonight Try a
a
Trainer 1st session casual
and light chat over dinner
free Beginners welGEMINI(May 21-June 20)
come 270-767.1297
*•*** Often you don't know when to say enough You keep tryProg, despite hitting obstacle upon obstacle Ask yourself if this behavior is determination or something else Wherever you are, you beam,
drawing in many Use this magic to you' highest good Tonight Do
only what you want
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
*** You might have a long list of errands Someone piles work on
you Understanding lust what is possible helps you say no. Others
often demand a lot from you because of your innate abilities Tonight
REFLECTIONS
How about a night to relax/
'Painting
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
'Pressure Washing
•** A Investigate You will notice that a creative approach might be
'Window Cleaning
best Understanding your limitations might be the first step Try see293-5830
ing events and people differently Your logic might not work, be senServing the area tor
sitive to alternatives Tonight Paint the town red
14 years

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sep(. 22)
***a Question a basic premise Perhaps it has limited yo'..1 Open
the door by expenmenting with a different type of thought Somehow
you could create a more ideal daily life, if you just work with what you
have Tonight At home
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** Speak your mind and get past a self-imposed limitation
Nothing has to be the way you think ills.Much changes quite rapidly Understanding the possibilities aricl then acting on the one you
want can happen Tonight Hang out
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov, 21)
*** Curb a tendency to think in terms of "mine " Possessiveness is
unbecoming, no matter what the situation Creativity comes from
hanging with associates and opening up the many different doors
Which one do you want to walk through/ Tonight Be budget-con
scpous
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Strong-willed as you are you Could eliminate an opportunity
Follow your intuitoon and work on greater sensitivoty A fai. .y member proves his or her loyalty once more Consider yourself lucky to
have such a strong supporter Tonight All smiles
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
** Honor that quiet voice in your mind Are you wondering what to
do about a hot situation'? Honesty and directness become allies
Make sure you don't have a harsh or demanding tone in your voice
Tonight Sharing with pals over munchies or on the phone
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*ma Your abilities to move forward and try different attitudes
emerge Friends often help you see more As a sign that values
friendship you count on these people a lot Still ultimately you need
to take responsibility for what is happening in your life Tonight
Where crowds are
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Others often successfully push you into the limelight and into
handling responsibilities Though you might be most capable, understand there is a time to say enough You might be overwhelmed by
everything that is on your plate Practice saying no Tonight Don't
allow another's charm to manipulate you
BORN TODAY
Actor John Gielgud (1904) singer Loretta Lynn (1935) actress Julie
Christie (1941)
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Mel Purcell. men's tennis
coach at Murray State University, and his father. Bennie Purcell, former MSU tennis coach,
will be inducted into the Intercollegiate Tennis Association
Hall of Fame during the 115th
annual NCAA Championship in
Athens. Ga., May 26.
Murray High School Tigers
won 17-3 over Fulton City in
a baseball game at Ty Holland
Stadium. Murray pitchers were
Justin Maynard and Justin Garland.
Vernita Largin, director of
Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA) was speaker at a
meeting of the Murray Rotary
Club.
20 years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court
passed an ordinance April 11
that will require independent
garage haulers in the county to
purchase a $25 yearly registration certificate and will take
effect July I. according to Calloway County Judge/Executive
George Weaks.
Births reported include a boy
to Linda and James Murdock
and a boy to Sharon and Mickey Baker, April 7; a boy to
Susan and Terry Smotherman,
April 8; a girl to Nancy and
Hal Dublin and a boy to Scarkit and Rocky Mathis, April 9;
a boy to Nancy and Don Timmons and a boy to Debra and
Harry Fannin. April 10.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of David
King of Murray-Calloway County Jaycees, presenting a check
for $1,812.90 to Dr. Marshall
Gordon. Murray State University vice president of university
ervices, to be used for the University Spring Sports Program.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Matt Sanders.
Births reported include a boy

Underwood. March 31.
Teresa Steen, student at Calloway County High School, has
received an art scholarship frorn
the Creative Arts Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.

40 years ago
Charles F. Hinds, director of
Murray State University Library.
was elected as state president
of the Kentucky Sons of American Revolution at the meeting

held at Lexington.
Published is a picture of area
group of 4-H Junior Leaders
that attended the Conservation
Training Camp at North Central -H Center in Carlisle.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Ross,
April 8.
50 years ago
Flavil Robertson, chief of the
Murray Fire Department, urges
all residents to check their homes
to meet the standards for fire
prevention during the Murray
Cleanup Week scheduled here.
Rev. William Thomas and Dr.
Harry U. Wayne of St. John's
Episcopal Church, Murray. will
attend the 131st Episcopal Diocese of Kentucky Convention at
Louisville on April 14.
Rev. Jack Jones is pastor of
Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
60 years ago
The body of Sgt. Herschell
C. Johnson, 31, who was killed
in action in France on Oct. 7,
1944, during World War II. will
arrive in Murray on April 15.
The funeral will be April 17 at
Bethesda Methodist Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ulis Woods,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William B. Miler, April 7; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Howard. April 8; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dorris Clark, April 9,
Mrs. Fannie McElrath will
celebrate her 98th birthday on
April 15.

Mr. ai:d Mrs. Jeffrey Dale

COMICS,'FEATURES
Siblings strive to stay out of
parents' marital combat
DEAR ABBY: My parents
have been married for 60 years.
My father has always been
physically, veibally and mentally abusive to my mother.
My mother is also verbally
and mentally abusive to my
father.
Because
of the violence. Dad
is now on
probation
for
two
years. They
will
not
divorce or
live
separately, but
continue
By Abigail
with
their
Van Buren
sick
relationship. I

Dear Abby

know we can't help them, but
what can we do to save ourselves from being drawn into
it? They are both masters at
drawing us into it. -- DEVASTATED ADULT CHILDREN OF CRAZY PARENTS
DEAR CHILDREN: As
loving, caring children you
cannot, at least on some level,
avoid being drawn in to some
extent. However, it may be
less wrenching for you if you
consider that both your parents have been getting something out of this sick relationship or it would have ended
years ago.
Some people mistake pain
and violence for love and passion, and your folks may fall
into this category. But if their
dysfunctional relationship is
preventing you from enjoying
your own lives, then what you
should do is talk about it with
a psychotherapist, because at
this late date, your father and

Today In History
'

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. April 13,
the 103rd day of 2009. There are

262 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On April 13, 1743, the third
president of the United States,
,Thomas Jefferson. was born in
Shadwell, Va.
On this date:
In 1598, King Henry IV of
France endorsed the Edict of
'Nantes. which granted rights to
the Protestant Huguenots. (The
edict was abrogated in 1685 by
King Louis XIV, who declared
France entirely Catholic again.)
In 1742. Handel's "Messiah"
was first performed publicly in
Dublin, Ireland.
In 1870, the Metropolitan Museum of Art was incorporated in
New York. (The original museum
-bpened in 1872.)
In 1909, author Eudora Welty

was born in Jackson, Miss.
In 1943, President Franklin D.
Roosevelt dedicated the Jefferson
Memorial.
In 1958, American pianist Van
Cliburn. 23, won the first International Tchaikovsky Competition
in Moscow.
In 1964, Sidney Poitier became
the first black performer in a leading role to win an Academy Award.
for "Lilies of the Field."
In 1970, Apollo 13, four-fifths
of the way to the moon, was crippled when a tank containing liquid oxygen burst. (The astronauts
managed to return safely.)
In 1986, Pope John Paul II
visited the Great Synagogue of
Rome in the first recorded papal
visit of its kind to a Jewish house
of worship.
In 1992, the Great Chicago
Flood took place as the city's
century-old tunnel system and adja-

cent basements filled with water
from the Chicago River.
Ten years ago: Right-to-die
advocate Dr. Jack Kevorkian was
sentenced in Pontiac, Mich., to
10 to 25 years in prison for second-degree murder in the lethal
injection of a Lou Gehrig's disease
4Kevcirkian ended up
t years 1
F'iars ago: Conceding a
couple of "tough weeks in Iraq,"
President George W. Bush signaled he was ready to put more
American troops on the front lines
and use decisive force if necessary to restore order despite "gutwrenching" televised images of
fallen Americans. Barry Bonds hit
his 661st homer, passing Willie
Mays to take sole possession of
third place on baseball's career
list. Swimmer Michael Phelps won
the 2003 Sullivan Award as the
nation's top amateur athlete
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Merkel cell carcinoma
on the rise
DEAR DR.GOTT: Would you
please write a column about Merkel
cell carcinoma? I was diagnosed
with this and understand the enormity of it. There is a lack of
knowledge about it in medical
circles as well as the general population. I feel people need to be
made aware

mother aren't going to change.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I am 22,
and a year and a half ago I
was diagnosed with Type I
diabetes. I must inject myself
with insulin four times a day.
Ill am going to be away from
home for more than a few hours,
I must bring my insulin and
other supplies with me.
When I'm in public -- like
in a restaurant -- I feel as though
going off alone to inject myself
is denying a part of who I
am, so I choose to remain visible when I inject. What is
your take on this? I have never
seen anyone else do it in plain
view, but I would like to
because diabetes is nothing to
be ashamed of. People often
ask questions when I do it,
and I'm happy to answer them
and to spread awareness.
Do you agree that accepting a disease like this is more
easily achieved when one is
not isolating oneself? -UNASHAMED IN SOUTH
CAROLINA
DEAR
UNASHAMED:
Yes, I do -- and I have seen
someone with diabetes inject
himself while seated at a dinner table. My initial reaction
was one of concern, and I am
sure that is how others would
react as well. Having a disease like diabetes is nothiag
to be ashamed of, and whether
you choose to inject your
insulin in public is a personal choice, depending upon how
comfortable a person feels
about it.

of
Merkel
cell, its symptoms, treatment and survival rates.
I
find
myself in the
fight for my
life
all
because
no
one
recognized a small
pencil-point-

Dr. Gott
By
Dr. Peter Gott

sized imper-

fection on my
face
as
Merkel cell carcinoma. Please write
a column and make everyone aware
of this horrible condition.
DEAR READER: Merkel cell
is relatively complex, as are most
cancers, and, because I ant not a
dermatologist or oncologist. I will
provide general information only.
Merkel cell carcinoma (also
known as neuroendocrine carcinoma of the skin) is a rare skin
cancer. It is usually fast-growing
and can spread quickly to other
parts of the body. As with other
skin cancers, the number of cases
is on the rise.
The first symptom is generally a fast-growing, painless bump
oil the skin, which often appears
on the face, head or neck but
can occur anywhere on the body.
It is usually shiny and may be
flesh-colored, red, blue or purple.
If unchecked, the cancer can
spread, leading to swollen lymph
glands, fatigue or pain. It is important to have any suspicious lesion
checked out by a physician, who

DEAR ABBY: What is the
proper way to eat bacon in a
restaurant? My son says that
bacon is finger food and can
be picked up with your fingers.
I like to cut the bacon strips
into bite-sized pieces that can
fit on a fork to be eaten without getting my fingers greasy.
-- MOTHER KNOWS BEST

may biopsy it.
The cause of Merkel cell carcinoma is unknown, but there are
two leading theories. One is that
the cancer arises directly from the
Merkel cell, which lies in the outermost layer of skin, and the other
is that certain immature skin stem
cells become cancerous and develop features that resemble Merkel
cells.
There are several risk factors
for developing this type of cancer. As with all others, unprotected exposure to natural or artificial sunlight is one of the leading links. Others include age, having light-colored skin or a weakened immune system, or having
a history of other types of skin
cancer.
There are several treatments.
available. Several factors come into
play when your oncologist is coming up with a plan. The size and
location of the lesion are important. Determining whether the cancer has spread and, if so, to what
extent is also vital. Small lesions,
that have not spread can generally be removed by surgically
excising the lesion and a portion
of the surrounding healthy skin.
You may need to follow up the
surgery with radiation to ensure
that all cancer cells were removed
or obliterated. Radiation can also
be used to shrink the size of the:
tumor before surgery or as sole'
treatment in those who refuse surgery. For recurrent or metastasized Merkel cell, chemotherapy
may be used.
People with skin cancer should
be under the care of an oncolo-:
gist, who can monitor and treat
the lesions. Once skin cancer
present, the risk of developing more.
lesions or other types increases;
so it is vital to be vigilant about
sun protection and self-checking

for new or changing lesions on
the body.

Contract Bridge
last dealer.
East-West vulnerable.

NORTH
•Q 109 7 5 4 2
It—
* 1072
•A 05
WEST
•A K 8

EAST
•J63

W A 10 96
K 82
•K
•8 4
*KJ 8 7 2
W1096 4 3
SOUTH
—
OF7S43
• itiJ 96 5 3

DEAR
MOTHER: It
depends upon how you like
your bacon cooked. According
to Emily Post, bacon can be
eaten as a finger food 'when

•
The bidding:

it is dry, crisp and served

East

whole. If the bacon is broken
into bits, served in thick slices
(as with Canadian bacon) or
limp, eat it with knife and
fork as you would any other
meat."

South
I•

Pass
Pass

West

North

4*
6•
The ultimate goal in bridge is to
find the best answer to each problem
as it arises
even if this means
choosing an action that seems contrary to the general principles of the
game.
For a prime example, consider
the accompanying deal played in
Dublin in the 1967 European teamof-lour championship. The hand
arose in the match between Sweden
and Italy. and the bidding shown
occurred at the table where the
Swedes were North-South.
Oscar Bellentani. the Italian West,
began by doubling South's opening
diamond bid. There was nothing
remarkable about the double
just

•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

Mile
Pass

5•

•••

about everyone else would have.:
done exactly the same thing.
Bat Bellentani's pass of five diamonds — holding 18 high-card,
points — seems exceptionally con-'.
servative, since many Wests woulcf•
automatically have doubled the 11-1
trick undertaking.
Not only that, but after North bid
six diamonds, followed by two
passes. Bellentant passed again! It
would be mighty difficult to find.
many other players who would Nisi::
exercised similar restraint. But hi:
realized that for his opponents to voluntarily contract fisr slam, they had
to have freakish distribution rather
than high cards.
Ordinarily, declarer would ha‘e
made the slam despite West's powerful hand. For example, let's supposc
West had led the king of spades.
which seems the natural thing to do.
In that case, South would trump
the spade and rufT three hearts in
dummy, returning each time to his
hand with a ruff. Ile would then ca.s].-1
the A-Q of trumps and concede a
heart to West's ace to score 12 tricks.
But Bellentani, recognizing that
both opponents were bidding on distribution. decided to reduce
declarer's
crossruff
potential.
Accordingly, he chose the king of
diamonds as his opening lead! Alter
this start, declarer could rulT only •
two hearts in dummy, and he eventually lost two heat( tricks logo down
one.

Tomorrow: Impetuosity goes unrewarded.
.•200ii king I nature, Synnhcate In,

Crosswords
ACROSS
1
6
11
12

YOU WERE
UR LATE
' LAST <
mom,

I WATCHED A
DOCUMENTARY ON
TIXE DiSCOVERY
.0g - CKAMEL. r

,
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STILL, PARK

Housetops
Intimidated
Large monkey
Flat broke
(2 wds.)
14 Grasping
15 Trooper,
to a CBer
17 — Guardia
airport
18 Kind
of meditation
19 Slalom run
20 Foxy
21 Joule tractions
23 Impress deeply
24 Weeded
25 Yard sale caution (2 wds )
27 Chili-pepper dip
28 What's that'?
30 Vigor's partner
31 Comfy shoe
32 Hall-of-Famer
— Cobb
33 Says in fun
35 Rubbish
1

2

36 Tennyson
heroine
37 Pester
38 Cut covering
42 Ocean fish
43 Team cheer
44 Christina's pop
45 Financial ott.
46 Terrarium
plants
48 Use the key
49 Bill passer
51 Squirrel's stash
53 Bookkeeping
entry
54 Brown-tinted
photo
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DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Mars explorer
Not paid
Well-worn
Iron in the lab
Almost-grads
Decided on
Mighty trees
Like some
smiles

11.5

11

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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9 Emcee —
Sullivan
10 Most boring
11 Thin fog
13 Friday often
16 Gulls cries
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20 The nearest
star

22 Hoarded
23 Zero in on
24 Clears a trail
26 Female ref
27 Dad, to
Grandpa

28 Ousts
29 Threw a party
for
31 Coffee holder
34 Nanny's
charge
35 Evita's hubby
37 Cap
39 Island off
Naples
40 Coliseum
41 Hoppers
43 Himalayan
sighting
46 'When We
Was —''
47 Stockholm
carrier
48 Alley from
Moo
50 Compass pt.
52 After yr 1
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FIRST REGION ALL 'A' CHAMPIONSHIP

ornan's Empire
Same stripes,
different Tigers
DITION OF MHS BALLPLAYERS
NOT THE SAME AS LAST YEAR'S

2009

CLINTON, Ky.
The fifteen black-and-gold-clad young
men holding the First Region
All 'A' championship plaque
want you to know one thing
— they're not last year's team.
Nor do they want to be.
Not that there's anything
wrong with aspiring to emulate a squad that played in
Lexington at the All 'A' state
tournament before pushing
eventual region champion Heath
to the brink of elimination in
a postseason heartbreaker.
But if there's one thing this
group has tried to do since
winter yielded to spring, it's
been to differentiate themselves
from their predecessors.
You see, these Tigers have
spent the bulk of their high
school careers playing in the
-shadows of a talented senior
class of 2008.
They've been told they won't
measure up, can't measure up.
They weren't supposed to
repeat as All 'A' champions.
By the way folks talked in the
preseason,the Classic was going
to be gift-wrapped and shipped
off to Ballard Memorial without a second thought.
The district was supposed
to belong to juggernaut Marshall County and a more experienced
Calloway
County
bunch.
It's yet to be determined
whether Murray can make a
splash amongst that group, but
on Saturday, the Tigers rid themselves of one chip on the shoulder by repeating as All 'A'
regional champs with a convincing 12-2 victory over upstart
Reidland.
But everything about the
way they did it was different.
Last year's Tigers were big
in every way. A lineup of hitters that were both powerful
TOMMY DULLARD / Ledger & Times and reliable. An ace pitcher
Murray pitcher Roman Kelly savors the moment as he walks off the mound at Hickman County's Hulsey Field after who never seemed to stumble.
the Tigers' 12-2 All 'A' championship victory over Reidland on Saturday. Kelly surrendered two runs over five innings Lofty expectations were just a
part of the package deal.
in the win.
If that Murray team was the
Incredible Hulk, this one is the
Little Engine that Could.
You want to see home runs?
Look somewhere else.
If chicks dig the long ball,
this team's going to prom stag.
These cats have made small
ball cool again.
ty TOMM!' Di 1_ O.Ril
runs in the top of the fifth to
"We just move our runners,"
take a 12-2 lead, the prospect
Sports Writer
says Roman Kelly, who not
CLINTON, Ky. — When he of ending the game in five
only pitched the Tigers to vicfinished striking out the side innings via run rule only enertory Saturday, but also laid
the
hard-throwing
in the bottom of the fifth inning gized
down a perfect bunt single durSaturday, Roman Kelly threw righthander.
ing a two-run second inning.
"I just wanted to get my
his hands in the air, a look of
"No one is selfish. We all play
pitches across and get out of
relief washing over his face.
together."
It wasn't so much a cele- there." he admitted.
Kelly isn't just spouting
That's exactly what he did.
bratory gesture, but one that
coach-speak when he says this,
told a story four years in the In fact, Reidland didn't hit a
either.
single pitch into play in the
making for Kelly.
The Tigers' senior ace has game's final frame. Kelly
had his struggles. just as he whiffed each Greyhound hitdid in the first inning Satur- ter, then led his team onto the
day, the frame in which Hick- field to receive the tournament
man County scored both of its hardware for the second consecutive year.
two runs.
The Tigers still need one
He had been in this situation before, as a freshman, more win in order to make a
TOMMY DULLARD / Ledger & limes
tossed into the fire with a start return trip to the state tournain the All 'A' championship ment at Lexington's Applebee's an Heskett slides into third base during the third inning
Saturday. Heskett was out on the play, but went 2-for-3
game. The Tigers fell to St. Park.
Murray will face 4th Region with three RBI on the day.
Mary, 7-1.
But on this most beautiful Champion Russellville in a sec"Murray's got great base- innings, but allowed Reidland
of Saturdays at Hickman Coun- tional game that will likely ball tradition,- he said. "We
to hang within striking displace
this
weekend
at
Ty
ty's Hulsey Field. it was final- take
just want to try every year to tance until a five-run fifth that
ly Kelly's time to walk off the Holland Stadium.
With the remainder of the add something to it. We've all but closed the door on the
All 'A' mound a winner.
small-school
tournament to look been very fortunate the past cou- Greyhounds' surprising run
into
coming
nervous
"I was
forward
to,
not to mention ple of years to have been able through the tournament's first
threw
the game," he said. "I
to add All 'A' regional cham- two rounds.
All 'A' my freshman year, but tough district series with Mar- pionships to it."
Fifth-seeded
Reidland By MSt1 Sports Information
it's a little different as a sen- shall County and Calloway
Murray State scored at least
The
Tigers
conquered
Reiadvanced
to
the
title
game
via
ior, when you're thinking about County, the Tigers' work is dland with the same oppor- upsets against
St. Mary and one run in each of the final
only
just
beginning.
going to Lexington again. After
four innings, but it was not
But Saturday's win was tunistic offense that pounded top-seeded Ballard Memorial, enough as the 'Breds could not
the first inning. I just took a
Mayfield
to
the
tune
of
16-4
but
the
Tigers
got
to
Greycouple deep breaths and just another notch in the belt for in Monday's opening round.
hound starter Dylan Klingham- overcome an early deficit in
head coach Mike Johnson and
falling 9-6 to Southeast Misthrew the ball."
Murray
scored
at
least
one
mer, driving him from the game
souri in the final game of a
When Murray plated five the program.
run in each of the game's five
See TIGERS. 10

TIGERS PIN DOWN BACK-TO-BACK ALL A'
REGIONAL TITLES WITH BLOWOUT OF REIDLAND

TOMMY
DILLARD
BETWEEN THE
LINES
There aren't any superstars
at Ty Holland Stadium. In order
for the Tigers to be successful, everyone must pitch in.
And that's exactly what happened on Saturday.
Each of Murray's nine
Aarters reached base safely at
least once over the game's five
innings. No one hit a home
run. No one tripled.
In layman's terms, these guys
find ways to get things done.
If you want a more technical
explanation, coach Mike Johnson is happy to provide it.
"When you get guys that
have all played together for
three years, they know the situations and they're comfortable in the situations," he said.
"First and second with nobody
out, we're going to bunt. It doesn't matter if it's the four hitter or the nine hitter because
they have confidence in each
other.
"When my four hitter lays
down a bunt, he knows the
five hitter is going to drive
the runner in."
The things Johnson describes
require a certain level of chemistry, another area in which
this Murray team is more than
willing to distance itself from
last year's squad.
The 2008 Tigers did eventually click as a unit, but it
wasn't until nearly the district
tournament after a nasty dispute over several team members' choices to attend senior
prom rather than the All 'A'
state tournament.
This team has taken extra
care to make sure they're on
the same page from the start
of the season.
-The chemistry's been great
this year," says pitcher and
outfielder Brock Downey, who
reached base safely in all four
of his at-bats Saturday, including two singles and a double.
"We go eat breakfast together a lot on gamedays and today
before the game we hung out
and watched Bad News Bears."
So when Kelly gave up two
runs while struggling through
a rough first inning, how did
he manage to regain his composure?
"1 finally got under control," he said. "I had my team
behind me."
Reidland didn't score another run the rest of the way.

THOROUGHBREDS ROUNDUP

MSU takes two of
three from SET\TO

IBREDS DIG
HOLE IN FINALE,
FAIL TO SWEEP
REDHAWKS

three-game series at Reagan
Field.
The Redhawks (19-13. 9-3
OVC) finally got some offense
going in the first inning of the
third game as they collected
four hits and took advantage
of four walks to push across
six runs. SEMO got run-scoring hits from Tyrelle Cummings
and Nick Harris, along with
bases loaded walks to Kody
Campbell and Kenton Parmley.
Trenton Moses added a run on
a sacrifice bunt and Tony
IN See 'BREDS, 10
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PREP BASEBALL ROUNDUP

Lakers take two of three at River City Classic
Mad Report
Calloway. County recovered from Friday night's loss to take two out of three
games over the weekend at the River City
Classic in Owensboro.
The Lakers went 2-0 on Saturday, taking a 9-5 victory over Henry Canniy cream,
and following it up with a 14-3 pounding
of Muhlenberg South.
The victory over Muhlenberg South made
Calloway the first 1st Region squad to
reach 10 wins this season as they improved
to 10-5.
Against Henry County, Calloway scored
four runs in the top of the eigth inning to
break a 5-5 stalemate.
Three of those FURS came on a Grant
Williams single.
Henry County scored one run in the
bottom of the seventh to take the game to
extra innings.
Freshman pitcher Garrett Cowen tossed
six strong innings, giving up one earned
tun on three hits before yielding to fellow
treshman Dylan Dwyer.
Dwyer pitched two frames and picked

up the win while surrendering one run on
four hits.
Calloway led 3-0 early, but a three-run
third inning by the Patriots evened the
game. Henry County took the lead with
one run in the fourth inning, but Calloway
answered in the fifth with two runs.
Casey Brockman led the Lakers at the
plate, going 3-for-4 with three runs. Williams
was 2-for-5 with two runs, including the
go-ahead three-RBI single in the eighth
Logan Burks went 2-for-4 with three
RBI and C.J Dial was also 2-for-4.
Against Muhlenberg South. the Lakers
jumped on the Suns early and never looked
back.
Calloway scored tour runs in the first
inning and six in the second to take a 101 lead into the third frame. The Lakers
added four more runs in the fifth to end
the game on run rule.
Calloway pounded out 13 hits and held
Muhlenberg South to just five.
Williams was scheduled to get the start
but was scratched after suffering a hamstring injury earlier in the clay against

fielder rarely delivered highlight-reel hits, but got the job
done with small ball and hustle.
-There were baserunners on
first and second with no outs,
that's what we practice every
day," Downey said of his fifthinning bunt. "Just go out there
and get the small stuff down."
Alter hitting lead-off as a
sophomore. Downey started the
season batting fifth. But Johnson moved hm back to second in order to re-energize the
top of the lineup.
"He plays wide open and
it kind of sets the table," Johnson says. "Aron (Sweeney) has
done a great job in the lead-

Haverstock Insurance agency

Henry County. There is no timetable tor
his return.
Sophomore Cody Redden replaced him
in the lineup and picked up his first career
win.
Redden tossed four innings and gave
up duce car ticti tuns on rive ruts white
striking out three and walking two.
Chris Dobbins pitched the fifth and final
frame and did not surrender a run.
Redden also made an impression with
his bat, going 3-for-4 with two RBI and
two runs. Brockman enjoyed another solid
game at the plate. going 3-for-4 with four
RBI, a run and a double.
Ben Hudson was 2-for-4 with three RBI
and a run while Austin Hargrove was 1for-3 with a run and Ca. Dial went 1-for3 with two runs and an RBI.
Tonight's game against St. Mary has
been canceled due to the threat of rain.
The Lakers are currently attempting to
secure a game for Thursday, but are not
scheduled to play again until Saturday at
the Henderson Lions Club Wood Bat Invitational.

off role of being the patient
guy. then that allows Brock to
be able to create with bunt
and run. He's an energizer.'
Downey finished the day 3for-3 with two RBI and four
runs scored. Shortstop Daniel
Thile also enjoyed a three-hit
day and collected two RBI
after driving in the winning
run in Thursday night's dramatic semifinal win over Heath.
David Kuykendall and Ian
Hcskett both went 2-for-3 at
the plate. Kuykendall collected two RBI and Heskett had
one.
Murray took a 3-0 advantage in the first inning, but
Reidland was quick to answer,

' Nabotlyz•an prqtect-your -AUT-0 .- arty Detter tftan we can!
--.,,
1 11, 4C;•••cili1';2.15 -q.t., 9* .4,,

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NASCAR Sprint Cup Leaders
By The Aseocleted PT441.1
Through April 5
Poe**
1 Jen G.xdon 1 154
2 Jimmie Johnson 992
3 Kurt Busch 974
4 Clint Bowyer 967
5 Tony Stewart 963
6 Denny Hamlin 938
7 Kyle Eked'', 914
8 Carl Edwards 889
9 Man Kenseth 864
10 Kasey Kahne 851
11 DavKi Fleutimann 845
12 Jett Burton 835
13 Juan Pablo Montoya 819
14 Kevin Hannck 796

in the sixth Propst walked and singles through the left side.
Craycraft singled to right cen- SEMO looked to have the runter. Miller plated a run with ner picked off at second, but
a chopper through the right the throw was on the right field
side before Kyle Tiernan deliv- side of the bag and skipped
ered an RBI singla through the into eight field, advancing both
runners.
right side.
Jason Laws tied the game
The 'Breds managed to push
one more ran across in the with a sacrifice fly to left field
seventh as Hill drew a one- before Craycraft gave the 'Breds
out walk and went to third the lead for good with the sinwhen Jason Laws' fly ball to gle to left center. Craycraft
right was dropped to put run- smartly took second on the
ners on the corners. Propst throw home and scored when
drove in the run with a sacri- Daniel Miller singled to right
center.
fice fly to center.
The Redhawks (18-13, 8-3
LAIL bui, Plains
OVC) got on the board in the
'Own To 3-1 VIC1111Y
Jonathan Craycraft's single second as Matt Wagner drew
to left center with two outs in a leadoff walk and was sacrithe bottom of the sixth inning ficed to second. Tyrelle Cumgave Murray State their first mings plated the run with a
advantage of the game as the single to right center.
The three runs was more
'Breds put three runs on the
board in the neung tc dcfcat :heal enough fin MSU ace Daniel
Southeast Missouri 3-1 in the Calhoun (7-1) as he limited the
first game of a doubleheader Redhawks to jnat one run or.
Saturday afternoon at Reagan two hits with six strikeouts in
the complete-game effort. Todd
Field.
After failing to score with Strahlendorf (1-1) took the loss
runners in scoring position ear- after giving up three nins on
lier in the game. the 'Breds seven hits in 5.2 innings.
The 'Breds return to the dia(20-12, 3-4 OVC) finally capitalized in the sixth. Elliot mond Tuesday evening as they
Frey and Daniel Hill started travel to take on Evansville.
the frame with back-to-back First pitch is set for 6 p m.

plating two runs of their own
against Kelly in the bottom
halt of the frame.
Kelly hit the first batter he
faced, then surrendered two
singles before recording an out.
He recovered to strike out the
final two batters of the inning.
"I just told him to slow.
down and calm down," Johnson said of his pitcher. "He
was trying to overthrow the
ball and Roman has a tendency to do that at times. The
middle part of the game, he
did a good job of hitting the
spot and trusting the defense
to make the play."

BASBALL
Snouts
School
Eastern Illinois
SE Missouri State
Jacksonville State
Eastern Kentucky
Morehead State
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
UT Martin

15
16
17
18
19

Greg Billie 775
Dale Ean*ranJr.768
Ryan Newman. 743
2,
737
v.cters74
r. Martn
li4arli,
Bna

, 731
mem,
20 kJ 4Jimend,riger
1 Matt Kenseth, $2,845,930
2 Kevin Harinck, $2,102,54?
3 Jett Gordon, $1.829,639
h
Busc
7993 728
88,32
johos
4
5

CI"
7 AJ
6
e°".”' 41.364
363
51,352
Alernendenger
.663
8 Jell Burton $1.274.588
$1267,563
Edwards.
Car'
9
10 Tony Stewart, $1,207,407

PREP SOFTBALL ROUNDUP

•'Breds
From Page 9
Spencer delivered a sacrifice
tly to left field.
SEMO added a pair of runs
in the second as Campbell followed a pair of hits with a
sacrifice fly to right center.
Parmley followed with an RBI
single to right center.
The Redhawks added another run in the third as Jim
Klcoke delivered a sacrifice fly
to center field.
The 'Breds (20-13, 3-5 OVC)
got on the board in the third
as Matt Phillips reached on a
fielder's choice and scored when
Zach Noonan singled to center
and the ball went through the
legs to the fence.
MSU scratched across another run in the fourth as Jason
Laws singled to right center
and was followed by a Bryan
Propst walk and a joiiatilan
Craycraft singled to load the
bases. Daniel Miller plated
the run with a fielder's choice
to short.
The 'Breds scored in the
third-straight inning in the fifth
as Elliot Frey singled with two
outs and scored on Daniel Hill's
double off the base of the fence
in right field.
MSU continued to chip away

MEN

•

IN Tigers
From Page 9
in the third inning.
Murray didn't let up on Reidland's corps of relievers, either.
The gamebreaker came when
Brock Downey collected his
third hit of the afternoon on
a bunt single in the fifth inning.
The throw to first sailed into
tight field, allowing both Kelly
and Aron Sweeney to cross
borne plate, giving Murray a
9-2 lead.
Downey's day -- an infield
Single, bunt base hit, stolen
base and double -- served as
a microcosm of sorts for Murray's offensive tournament.
The junior pitcher and out-

CIP

.5'caI?/IF

ovC (Overall)
9-1 (24-6)
9-3 (19-13)
5-4 (19-12)
5-6 (18-13)
5-6 (12-19)
3-5 (20-13)
4-7 (16-12)
2-6 (14-20)
2-7 (11-19)

CCHS takes split at
Marshall County Slugfest
Staff Report
Calloway County took a Saturday split at the Marshall
County Slugfest, winning their
first two games of the day and
dropping the final two.
The Lady Lakers are now
6-5 on the season.
In the first game, Calloway
took a 1-0 win over Martin
(Tenn.) Westview thanks to six
scoreless innings from starter
Whitney Gardner. She gave up
three hits on the game and struck
out five hitters.
Gardner also drove in the
Lady Lakers' only run of the
game with a single in the fourth
inning.
In the second game, Calloway defeated Carbondale (111.)
5-2. Lindsey Rucker tossed four
innings, giving up two runs on
two hits before yielding to Brittany Reynolds, who pitched the
final two frames and picked
up the win.
Calloway scored two runs
in the top of the first when
Alyssa Cunningham drove in
Karlee Wilson and Lauren Benson scored on a passed ball.
The Lady Lakers got another three in the fifth inning
when Wilson and Neely Gallimore both scored on an error

and Kristen Boggess drove ilf
Cunningham.
In the third game, Butler
County got the best of the
Lady Lakers, 7-3.
Ashton Futrell took the loss,
giving up seven runs on eight
hits. Calloway managed just
four hits and committed two
crucial errors.
The Lady Lakers were held
scoreless until the fifth inning,
when Gallimore singled home
Toree Rogers and scored on a
Wilson sacrifice fly.
In the final game of the
day. Calloway dropped a nail.
biter to Mt. Vernon (Ill.) 3-2:
Gardner tossed all five innings
and took the loss, surrendering three runs on two hits.
Calloway suffered from the
error bug once again as Mt.
Vernon scored the game's win.
ning run in the fourth of a
Lady Laker throwing error.
Calloway scored both of its
runs in the first inning when
Rogers drove in Wilson with
a double and Cunningham doubled to score Rogers,
The Lady Lakers play again
tonight as they travel to Hopkmsville for a 5 p.m. start,
weather pending.

I TORCH OF HOPE
Minimum $100.00
Donation

Form Must Be
Received by
Apiril 15, 24)09
After the Relay For Life, the
Torches will be available for
those who purchased. Torch
plates will include the Relay
For Life logo, the name of the
individual the Torch was
purchased for and who the
Torch is given by.

Open Fit Behind the Ear
Reg. $2,000 Sale Price $1,395

I would like a Torch of Hop: lit at the Relay For Life of Calloway Count
for the following people:

Power Digital Behind the Ear

In Memory of:

In Honor of:

In Memory of:

In Honor of:

In Memory of.

In Honor of:

Custom Digital In the Ear

In Memory of:

In Honor of:_

Reg. $1,095 Sale Price $695

!n Memory of:

In Honor of:

Reg. $1,600 Sale Price

*895

Free Rearing Test with This Coupon - Offer Expires 4/30/09
All hearing aids sold on a 30 Day Trial Purchase

Total Number of Torches.

(Minimum of $100.00 Donation

per torch)

Given By:

Professionals Available For Tool
Call Today — 270-753-8055 or Call Tol; Free 1-800-949 57 28

State:

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th Street Mull,KY

City:

Address:
Zip:

Phone #:

Make checks payable to: American Cancer Society
Mail to: Relay for Life Luminaria
100 N. 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071
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RELAY
cOR LIFE
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